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ANDRE´-QUILLEN COHOMOLOGY OF ALGEBRAS OVER AN OPERAD
JOAN MILLE`S
Abstract. We study the Andre´-Quillen cohomology with coefficients of an algebra over an
operad. Using resolutions of algebras coming from the Koszul duality theory, we make this
cohomology theory explicit and we give a Lie theoretic interpretation. For which operads is the
associated Andre´-Quillen cohomology equal to an Ext-functor ? We give several criteria, based
on the cotangent complex, to characterize this property. We apply it to homotopy algebras,
which gives a new homotopy stable property for algebras over cofibrant operads.
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Introduction
Hochschild [Hoc45] introduced a chain complex which defines a cohomology theory for associa-
tive algebras. In 1948, Chevalley and Eilenberg gave a definition of a cohomology theory for Lie
algebras. Both cohomology theories can be written as classical derived functors (Ext-functors).
Later, Quillen [Qui70] defined a cohomology theory associated to commutative algebras with the
use of model category structures. Andre´ gave similar definitions only with simplicial methods
[And74]. This cohomology theory is not equal to an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra in
general.
Using conceptual model category arguments, we recall the definition of the Andre´-Quillen co-
homology (for algebras over an operad), in the differential graded setting, from Hinich [Hin97] and
Goerss and Hopkins [GH00]. Because we work in the differential graded setting, we use known
functorial resolutions of algebras to make chain complexes which compute Andre´-Quillen cohomol-
ogy explicit. The first idea of this paper is to use Koszul duality theory of operads to provide such
functorial resolutions. We can also use the simplicial bar construction, which proves that cotriple
cohomology is equal to Andre´-Quillen cohomology. The Andre´-Quillen cohomology is represented
by an object, called the cotangent complex which therefore plays a crucial role in this theory. The
notion of twisting morphism, also called twisting cochain, coming from algebraic topology, has
been extended to (co)operads and to (co)algebras over a (co)operad by Getzler and Jones [GJ94].
We make the differential on the cotangent complex explicit using these two notions of twisting
morphisms all together. When the category of algebras is modeled by a binary Koszul operad, we
give a Lie theoretic interpretation of the previous construction. In the review of [Fra01], Pirashvili
asked the question of characterizing operads such that the associated Andre´-Quillen cohomology
of algebras is an Ext-functor. This paper provides a criterion to answer that question.
When the operad is Koszul, we describe the cotangent complex and the Andre´-Quillen co-
homology for the algebras over this operad using its Koszul complex. We recover the classical
cohomology theories, with their underlying chain complexes, like Andre´-Quillen cohomology for
commutative algebras, Hochschild cohomology for associative algebras and Chevalley-Eilenberg
cohomology for Lie algebras. We also recover cohomology theories which were defined recently
like cohomology for Poisson algebras [Fre06], cohomology for Leibniz algebras [LP93], cohomology
for pre-Lie algebras [Dzh99], cohomology for diassociative algebras [Fra01] and cohomology for
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Zinbiel algebras [Bal98]. More generally, Balavoine introduced a chain complex when the operad
is binary and quadratic [Bal98]. We show that this chain complex defines Andre´-Quillen cohomol-
ogy when the operad is Koszul. We make the new example of Perm algebras explicit. For any
operad P , we can define a relax version up to homotopy of the notion of P-algebra as follows:
we call homotopy P-algebra any algebra over a cofibrant replacement of P (cf. [BV73]). Using
the operadic cobar construction, we make the cotangent complex and the cohomology theories for
homotopy algebras explicit. For instance, we recover the case of homotopy associative algebras
[Mar92] and the case of homotopy Lie algebras [HS93].
For any algebra A, we prove that its Andre´-Quillen cohomology is an additive derived functor,
an Ext-functor, over its enveloping algebra if and only if its cotangent complex is quasi-isomorphic
to its module of Ka¨hler differential forms ΩP(A). We define a functorial cotangent complex and
a functorial module of Ka¨hler differential forms which depend only on the operad and we reduce
the study of the quasi-isomorphisms between the cotangent complex and the module of Ka¨hler
differential forms for any algebra to the study of the quasi-isomorphisms between the cotangent
complex and the module of Ka¨hler differential forms for any chain complex, with trivial algebra
structure (when P is an operad satisfying the PBW property, that is the P-algebras satisfy an
analogue of Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt theorem). This allows us to give a uniform treatment for any
algebra over an operad. Assuming that P is an operad satisfying the PBW property, we prove that
the functorial cotangent complex is quasi-isomorphic to the functorial module of Ka¨hler differential
forms (we say sometimes concentrated in degree 0 or acyclic), if and only if the Andre´-Quillen
cohomology theory for any algebra over this operad is an Ext-functor over its enveloping algebra,
so this functorial cotangent complex carries the obstructions for the Andre´-Quillen cohomology
to be an Ext-functor. For instance, we prove that the functorial cotangent complex is acyclic
for the operads of associative algebras and Lie algebras. In order to control the map between
the functorial cotangent complex and the functorial module of Ka¨hler differential forms, we look
at its kernel. This defines a new chain complex whose homology groups can also be interpreted
as obstructions for the Andre´-Quillen cohomology theory to be an Ext-functor. In this way, we
give a new, but more conceptual proof that the cotangent complex for commutative algebras is
not always acyclic. Equivalently, it means that there exist commutative algebras such that their
Andre´-Quillen cohomology is not an Ext-functor over their enveloping algebra. With the same
method, we show the same result for Perm algebras. We can summarize all these properties in
the following theorem (Section 4 and 5).
Theorem A. Let P be an operad satisfying the PBW property. The following properties are
equivalent.
(P0) The Andre´-Quillen cohomology is an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗
P K for
any P-algebra A;
(P1) the cotangent complex is quasi-isomorphic to the module of Ka¨hler differential forms for
any P-algebra A;
(P2) the functorial cotangent complex LP is quasi-isomorphic to the functorial module of Ka¨hler
differential forms ΩP ;
(P3) the module of obstructions OP is acyclic.
In the case of homotopy algebras, we prove that the obstructions for the cohomology to be an
Ext-functor vanish. Moreover, any P-algebra is also a homotopy P-algebra. Thus we can compute
its Andre´-Quillen cohomology in two different ways. We show that the two coincide. Hence we
get the following theorem.
Theorem B. Let A be a P-algebra and let M be an A-module over the Koszul operad P. We
have
H•P(A, M)
∼= Ext•A⊗P∞K(ΩP∞(A), M).
Therefore, even if the Andre´-Quillen cohomology of commutative and Perm algebras cannot al-
ways be written as an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗P K, it is always an Ext-funtor
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over the enveloping algebra A⊗P∞ K.
The paper begins with first definitions and properties of differential graded (co)operads, (co)al-
gebras, modules and free modules over an algebra (over an operad). In Section 1, we recall the
definition of the Andre´-Quillen cohomology theory for dg algebras over a dg operad, from Hinich
and Goerss-Hopkins. We introduce functorial resolutions for algebras over an operad, which allow
us to make the cotangent complex and the cohomology theories explicit. Then, in Section 2, we
give a Lie interpretation of the chain complex defining the Andre´-Quillen cohomology. Using the
notion of twisting morphism on the level of (co)algebra over a (co)operad, we make the differential
on the cotangent complex explicit (Theorem 2.4.2). Section 3 is devoted to applications and
examples. In Section 4, we prove that the cotangent complex is quasi-isomorphic to the module of
Ka¨hler differential forms for any algebra if and only if the Andre´-Quillen cohomology theory is an
Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra for any algebra. Moreover, we study the Andre´-Quillen
cohomology theory for operads. In Section 5, we introduce the functorial cotangent complex and
the functorial module of Ka¨hler differential forms and we finish to prove Theorem A. In Section
6, we study the Andre´-Quillen cohomology for homotopy algebras and we prove Theorem B.
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Notation and preliminary
We recall the classical notation for S-module, composition product, (co)operad, (co)algebra
over a (co)operad and module over an algebra over an operad. We refer to [GK94] and [GJ94] for
a complete exposition and [Fre04] for a more modern treatment. We also refer to the books [LV]
and [MSS02].
In the whole paper, we work over a field K of characteristic 0. In the sequel, the ground category
is the category of graded modules, or g-modules. For a morphism f : O1 → O2 between differential
graded modules, the notation ∂(f) stands for the derivative dO2 ◦ f − (−1)
|f |f ◦ dO1 . Here f is a
map of graded modules and ∂(f) = 0 if and only if f is a map of dg-modules. Moreover, for an
other morphism g : O′1 → O
′
2, we define a morphism f ⊗ g : O1⊗O
′
1 → O
′
2⊗O
′
2 using the Koszul-
Quillen convention: (f ⊗g)(o1⊗o2) := (−1)
|g||o1|f(o1)⊗g(o2), where |e| denotes the degree of the
element e. We denote by gModK the category whose objects are differential graded K-modules
(and not only graded K-modules) and morphisms are maps of graded modules. We have to be
careful with this definition because it is not usual. However, we denote as usual by dgModK the
category of differential graded K-modules. In this paper, the modules are all differential graded,
except explicitly stated.
0.1. Differential graded S-modules. A dg S-module (or S-module for short) M is a collection
{M(n)}n≥0 of dg modules over the symmetric group Sn. A morphism of dg S-modules is a
collection of equivariant morphisms of chain complexes {fn : M(n)→ N(n)}n≥0, with respect to
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the action of Sn.
We define a monoidal product on the category of dg S-modules by
(M ◦N)(n) :=
⊕
k≥0
M(k)⊗Sk
( ⊕
i1+···+ik=n
IndSn
Si1×···×Sik
(N(i1)⊗ · · · ⊗N(ik))
)
.
The unit for the monoidal product is I := (0, K, 0, . . .). Let M , N and N ′ be dg S-modules. We
define the right linear analog M ◦ (N, N ′) of the composition product by the following formula
[M ◦ (N, N ′)](n) :=
⊕
k≥0
M(k)⊗Sk

 ⊕
i1+···+ik=n
k⊕
j=1
IndSn
Si1×···×Sik
(N(i1)⊗ · · · ⊗ N
′(ij)︸ ︷︷ ︸
jth position
⊗ · · · ⊗N(ik))

 .
Let f :M →M ′ and g : N → N ′ be morphisms of dg S-modules. We denote by ◦′ the infinitesimal
composite of morphisms
f ◦′ g :M ◦N →M ′ ◦ (N, N ′)
defined by
k∑
j=1
f ⊗ (idN ⊗ · · · ⊗ g︸︷︷︸
jth position
⊗ · · · ⊗ idN).
Let (M, dM ) and (N, dN ) be two dg S-modules. We define a grading on M ◦N by
(M ◦N)g(n) :=
⊕
k≥0
e+g1+···+gk=g
Me(k)⊗Sk
( ⊕
i1+···+ik=n
IndSn
Si1×···×Sik
(Ng1(i1)⊗ · · · ⊗Ngk(ik))
)
.
The differential on M ◦N is given by dM◦N := dM ◦ idN + idM ◦
′ dN .
The differential on M ◦ (N, N ′) is given by
dM◦(N,N ′) := dM ◦ (idN , idN ′) + idM ◦
′ (dN , idN ′) + idM ◦ (idN , dN ′).
Moreover, for any dg S-modulesM, N , we denote byM ◦(1)N the dg S-moduleM ◦ (I, N). When
f :M →M ′ and g : N → N ′, the map f ◦ (idI , g) :M ◦(1)N →M
′ ◦(1)N
′ is denoted by f ◦(1) g.
0.2. (Co)operad. An operad is a monoid in the monoidal category of dg S-modules with respect
to the monoidal product ◦. A morphism of operads is a morphism of dg S-modules commuting
with the operads structure. The notion of cooperad is the dual version, i.e. a comonoid in the
category of dg S-modules. However, we use the invariants for the diagonal actions in the definition
of the monoidal product instead of the coinvariants, that is,
⊕
k≥0

M(k)⊗
( ⊕
i1+···+ik=n
(N(i1)⊗ · · · ⊗N(ik))⊗K[Sn]
)Si1×···×SikSk .
Since we work over a field of characteristic 0, the invariants are in one-to-one correspondence with
the coinvariants and both definitions are equivalent. The definition with the invariants allows to
define properly the signs.
The unit of an operad P is denoted by ιP : I → P and the counit of a cooperad C is denoted
by ηC : C → I. Moreover when (P , γ) is an operad, we define the partial product γp by
P ◦(1) P ֌ P ◦ P
γ
−→ P
and when (C, ∆) is a cooperad, we define the partial coproduct ∆p by
C
∆
−→ C ◦ C ։ C ◦(1) C.
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Example. Let V be a dg K-module. The dg S-module End(V ) := {Hom(V ⊗n, V )}n≥0, endowed
with the composition of maps, is an operad.
0.3. Module over an operad and relative composition product. A right P-module (L, ρ)
is an dg S-module endowed with a map ρ : L ◦ P → L compatible with the product and the unit
of the operad P . We define similarly the notion of left P-module.
We define the relative composition product L ◦P R between a right P-module (L, ρ) and a left
P-module (R, λ) by the coequalizer diagram
L ◦ P ◦ R
ρ◦idR //
idL◦λ
// L ◦ R // // L ◦P R .
0.4. Algebra over an operad. Let P be an operad. An algebra over the operad P , or a P-
algebra, is a dg K-module V endowed with a morphism of operads P → End(V ).
Equivalently, a P-algebra structure is given by a map γV : P(V )→ V which is compatible with
the composition product and the unity, where
P(V ) := P ◦ (V, 0, 0, · · · ) =
⊕
n≥0
P(n)⊗Sn V
⊗n.
0.5. Coalgebra over a cooperad. Dually, let C be a cooperad. A coalgebra over the cooperad C,
or a C-coalgebra, is a dg K-module V endowed with a map δ : V → C(V ) = ⊕n≥0(C(n)⊗ V
⊗n)Sn
which satisfies compatibility properties. The notation (−)Sn stands for the space of invariant
elements.
0.6. Module over a P-algebra. Let P be a dg S-module and let A be a dg vector space. For a
dg vector space M , we define the vector space P(A, M) by the formula
P(A, M) := P ◦ (A, M) =
⊕
n
P(n)⊗Sn (
n
⊕
j=1
A⊗ · · · ⊗ M︸︷︷︸
jth position
⊗ · · · ⊗A).
Let (P , γ) be an operad and let (A, γA) be a P-algebra. An A-module (M, γM , ιM ), or A-module
over P , is a vector spaceM endowed with two maps γM : P(A, M)→M and ιM : M → P(A, M)
such that the following diagrams commute
P(P(A), P(A, M))
idP(γA, γM ) //
∼=

P(A, M)
γM

M and
(P ◦ P)(A, M)
γ(idA, idM )
// P(A, M)
γM
OO
M
ιM //
=
$$I
II
II
II
II
I P(A, M)
γM

M.
(Associativity) (Unitarity)
The category of A-modules over the operad P is denoted by MPA. The objects in M
P
A are
differential graded A-modules over P . However, the morphisms in MPA are only maps of graded
A-modules over P .
Examples.
• The operad P = Ass encodes associative algebras (not necessarily with unit). Then the
map γn : Ass(n) ⊗Sn A
⊗n → A stands for the associative product of n elements, where
Ass(n) = K[Sn]. We represent an element in Ass(n) by a corolla with n entries. Then,
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an element in Ass(A, M) can be represented by
a1 a2 · · · m · · · an
XXXXX
XXXX
TTTT
TTT II
II
vv
vv
jjjj
jjj . However,
a1 · · · ak m ak+1 · · · an
XXXXX
XXXX
TTTT
TTT GG
GG
ppp
pp
gggg
gggg = γ ◦ γ ◦ γ
(a1 · · · ak m ak+1 · · · an
SSS
SSS
SSS
S
NNN
N NN
mmm
mmm
m
iiii
iiii
iiii
)
,
then by several uses of the associativity diagram of γM , we get that an A-module over the
operad Ass is given by two morphisms A ⊗M → M and M ⊗ A → M . Finally, we get
the classical notion of dg A-bimodule.
• The operad P = Com encodes classical associative and commutative algebras. We have
Com(n) = K and an element in Com(A, M) can be represented by
a1 a2 · · · m · · · an
XXXXX
XXXX
TTTT
TTT II
II
vv
vv
jjjj
jjj
where the corolla is non-planar. Like before, an A-module structure over the operad Com
is given by a morphism A⊗M →M . Hence, we get the classical notion of dg A-module.
• The operad P = Lie encodes the Lie algebras. In this case, an A-module over the operad
Lie is actually a classical dg Lie module or equivalently a classical associative module over
the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra A.
Goerss and Hopkins defined in [GH00] a free A-module. We recall here the definition.
0.6.1. Proposition (Proposition 1.10 of [GH00]). The forgetful functor U :MPA → gModK has a
left adjoint, denoted by
N 7→ A⊗P N.
That is we have an isomorphism of dg modules
(HomMPA (A⊗
P N, M), ∂) ∼= (HomgModK(N, UM), ∂)
for all N ∈ gModK and M ∈ M
P
A.
A description of A⊗P N is given by the following coequalizer diagram in dgModK
P(P(A), N)
c0 //
c1
// P(A, N) // // A⊗P N,
where the two first maps are given by the operad product
P(P(A), N)֌ (P ◦ P)(A, N)
γ(idA, idN )
−−−−−−−→ P(A, N)
and the P-algebra structure
P(P(A), N)
idP(γA, idN )
−−−−−−−−→ P(A, N).
Remark. We have to make note of the fact that the symbol ⊗P is just a notation and not a
classical tensor product (except in the case P = Com), as we will see in the following examples.
Examples.
• When P = Ass, we can write
a1 · · · al n al+1 · · · ak
ZZZZZZZZ
Z
WWWWW
W NNN kkkkddddddd
d
ccccccccc
cc = c0
(a1 · · · al n al+1 · · · ak
RRRR mmmm UUU
U
llll
WWWWW
W
ddddddd
d
)
= c1
(a1 · · · al n al+1 · · · ak
RRRR mmmm UUU
U
llll
WWWWW
W
ddddddd
d
)
=
a1 · · · al n al+1 · · ·ak
WWWW
W
fffff
f ,
then we get A⊗AssN ∼=
N
⊕
A N
FF uuu ⊕
N A
III xx ⊕
A N A
OOO ooo
∼= N⊕A⊗N⊕N⊗A⊕A⊗N⊗A ∼=
(K⊕A)⊗N ⊗ (K ⊕A) as modules over K.
• When P = Com, we get A⊗Com N ∼= N ⊕A⊗N ∼= (K⊕A)⊗N as modules over K.
• When P = Lie, we get A ⊗Lie N ∼= Ue(A) ⊗ N as modules over K, where Ue(A) is the
enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra A.
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These examples lead to the study of the A-module A ⊗P K which is the enveloping algebra of
the P-algebra A (defined in [HS93, GJ94]). It has a multiplication given by
(A⊗P K)⊗ (A⊗P K) ∼= A⊗P (A⊗P K)→ A⊗P K,
where the arrow is induced by the composition γ of the operad (indeed, the kernel of the map
P(A, P(A, K))։ A⊗P(A⊗PK) is sent to 0 by the map P(A, P(A, K))֌ (P◦P)(A, K)
γ(idA, idK)
−−−−−−−→
P(A, K)։ A⊗P K). This multiplication is associative and has a unit K→ A⊗P K.
0.6.2. Proposition (Proposition 1.14 of [GH00]). The category MPA of A-modules over P is
isomorphic to the category of left unitary A⊗P K-modules gModA⊗PK.
Remark. We work in a differential graded setting. The differential on A ⊗P K is induced by
the differential on P(A, K). It is easy to see that the isomorphism is compatible with the graded
differential framework.
Given a map of P-algebras B
f
−→ A, there exists a forgetful functor f∗ :MPA →M
P
B, whose left
adjoint gives the notion of free A-module on a B-module.
0.6.3. Proposition (Lemma 1.16 of [GH00]). The forgetful functor f∗ : MPA → M
P
B has a left
adjoint denoted by
N 7→ f!(N) := A⊗
P
B N.
That is we have an isomorphism of dg modules
HomMPA (f!(N), M)
∼= HomMPB (N, f
∗(M))
for all M ∈MPA and N ∈M
P
B.
It is also possible to make explicit the A-module A⊗PB N as the following coequalizer
A⊗P (B ⊗P N)
//// A⊗P N // // A⊗PB N.
The module A ⊗P (B ⊗P N) is a quotient of P(A, P(B, N)), then we define on P(A, P(B, N))
the composite
P(A, P(B, N))
idP (idA, idP (f, idN ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(A, P(A, N))֌ (P ◦ P)(A, N)
γ(idA, idN )
−−−−−−−→ P(A, N)։ A⊗P N.
This map induced the first arrow A⊗P (B ⊗P N)→ A⊗P N .
Similarly, the second map is induced by the composite
P(A, P(B, N))
idP(idA, γN )
−−−−−−−−→ P(A, N)։ A⊗P N,
where γN encodes the B-module structure on N .
Remark. The A-module A⊗PBN is a quotient of the free A-module A⊗
P N . As for the notation
⊗P , we have to be careful about the notation ⊗PB which is not a classical tensor product over B
(except for P = Com), as we see in the following examples.
Examples. Provided a morphism of algebras B
f
−→ A, we have the dg K-modules isomorphisms
• A⊗AssB N
∼= (K⊕A)⊗B N ⊗B (K⊕A), where the map B → K is the zero map,
• A⊗ComB N
∼= (K⊕A)⊗B N , where the map B → K is the zero map,
• A⊗LieB N
∼= Ue(A) ⊗B N , where U
e(A) is the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra A.
In all these examples, the notation ⊗B stands for the usual tensor product over B.
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1. Andre´-Quillen cohomology of algebras over an operad
First we recall the conceptual definition of Andre´-Quillen cohomology with coefficients of an
algebra over an operad from [Hin97, GH00]. Then we recall the constructions and theorems of
Koszul duality theory of operads [GK94]. Finally, we recall the definition of twisting morphism
given by [GJ94]. This section contains no new result but we will use these three theories throughout
the text. We only want to emphasize that operadic resolutions from Koszul duality theory define
functorial cofibrant resolutions on the level of algebras and then provide explicit chain complexes
which compute Andre´-Quillen cohomology.
We work with the cofibrantly generated model category of algebras over an operad and of mod-
ules over an operad given in [GJ94], [Hin97] and [BM03].
1.1. Derivation and cotangent complex. To study the structure of the P-algebra A, we derive
the functor of P-derivations from A to M in the Quillen sense (non-abelian setting).
1.1.1. Algebras over a P-algebra. Let A be a P-algebra. A P-algebra B endowed with an
augmentation, that is a map of P-algebras B
f
−→ A, is called a P-algebra over A. We denote by
P-Alg/A the category of dg P-algebras over A (the morphisms are given by the morphisms of
graded algebras which commute with the augmentation maps).
1.1.2. Derivation. Let B be a P-algebra over A and let M be an A-module. An A-derivation
from B to M is a linear map d : B →M such that the following diagram commutes
P(B) = P ◦B
γB

idP◦
′d // P(B, M)
idP◦(f, idM ) // P(A, M)
γM

B
d
// M,
where the infinitesimal composite of morphisms ◦′ was defined in 0.1. We denote by DerA(B, M)
the set of A-derivations from B to M .
This functor is representable on the right by the abelian extension of A by M and on the left
by the B-module ΩPB of Ka¨hler differential forms as follows.
1.1.3. Abelian extension. Let A be a P-algebra and let M be an A-module. The abelian
extension of A by M , denoted by A⋉M , is the P-algebra over A whose underlying space is A⊕M
and whose algebra structure is given by
P(A⊕M)։ P(A)⊕ P(A, M)
γA+γM
−−−−−→ A⊕M.
The morphism A⋉M → A is just the projection on the first summand.
1.1.4. Lemma (Definition 2.1 of [GH00]). Let A be a P-algebra and M be an A-module. Then
there is an isomorphism of dg modules
DerA(B, M) ∼= HomP-Alg/A(B, A⋉M).
Proof. Any morphism of P-algebras g : B → A⋉M is the sum of the augmentation B → A and
a derivation d : B →M and vice versa. 
1.1.5. Lemma (Lemma 2.3 of [GH00]). Let B be a P-algebra over A and M be an A-module.
There is a B-module ΩPB and an isomorphism of dg modules
DerA(B, M) ∼= HomMPB (ΩPB, f
∗(M)),
where the forgetful functor f∗ endows M with a B-module structure. Moreover, when B = P(V )
is a free algebra, we get ΩPB ∼= B ⊗
P V .
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The second part of the lemma is given by the fact that DerA(P(V ), M) ∼= HomgModK(V, M),
that is any derivation from a free P-algebra is characterized by the images of its generators.
The B-module ΩPB is called the module of Ka¨hler differential forms. It can be made explicit
by the coequalizer diagram
B ⊗P P(B)
// // B ⊗P B // // ΩPB,
where the first arrow is B ⊗P γB and the map
P(B, P(B))֌ (P ◦ P)(B, B)
γ(idB , idB)
−−−−−−−→ P(B, B)։ B ⊗P B
factors through B ⊗P P(B) to give the second arrow.
1.1.6. Corollary. Let B be a P-algebra over A and M be an A-module. There is an isomorphism
of dg modules
DerA(B, M) ∼= HomMPA (A⊗
P
B ΩPB, M).
Proof. We use Lemma 1.1.5 and the fact that A⊗PB − is left adjoint to the forgetful functor f
∗
(Proposition 0.6.3). 
Finally, we get a pair of adjoint functors
A⊗P− ΩP− : P-Alg/A⇋M
P
A : A⋉−.
We recall the model category structures on P-Alg/A and MPA given in [Hin97]. It is obtained
by the following transfer principle (see also [GJ94] and [BM03]). Let D be a cofibrantly generated
model category and let E be a category with small colimits and finite limits. Assume that F : D ⇋
E : G is an adjunction with left adjoint F . Then the category E inherits a cofibrantly generated
model category structure from D, provided that G preserves filtered colimits and that Quillen’s
small object (or Quillen’s path-object) argument is verified. In this model category structure, a
map f in E is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if and only if G(f) is a weak equivalence (resp.
fibration) in D.
In [Hin97], Hinich transfers the model category structure of the category of chain complexes
over K to the category of P-algebras (see Theorem 4.1.1 of [Hin97], every operad is Σ-split since
K is of characteristic 0). Finally, we obtain a model category structure on P-Alg/A in which
g : B → B′ is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) when the underlying map between differential
graded modules is a quasi-isomorphism (resp. surjection). The category MPA of A-modules is
isomorphic to the category gModA⊗PK of differential graded module over the enveloping algebra
A⊗P K (Proposition 0.6.2). Then the categoryMPA inherits a model category structure in which
g : M → M ′ is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) when g is a quasi-isomorphism (resp.
surjection) of A⊗P K-modules.
1.1.7. Proposition. The pair of adjoint functors
A⊗P− ΩP− : P-Alg/A⇋M
P
A : A⋉−
forms a Quillen adjunction.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3.4 of [Hov99], it is enough to prove that A ⋉ − preserves fibrations and
acyclic fibrations. Let g : M ։ M ′ be a fibration (resp. acyclic fibration) between A-modules.
Then g is a surjection (resp. a surjective quasi-isomorphism). The image of the map g under the
functor A ⋉ − is idA ⊕ g : A ⋉M → A ⋉M
′, denoted by idA ⋉ g. It follows that idA ⋉ g is
surjective (resp. surjective and a quasi-isomorphism), which completes the proof. 
Thus, we consider the derived functors and we get the following adjunction between the homo-
topy categories
L(A⊗P− ΩP−) : Ho(P-Alg/A)⇋ Ho(M
P
A) : R(A⋉−).
It follows that the cohomology of
HomHo(MP
A
)(A⊗
P
R ΩPR, M)
∼= DerA(R, M) ∼= HomHo(P-Alg/A)(R, A⋉M)
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is independent of the choice of the cofibrant resolution R of A in the model category of P-algebras
over A.
1.1.8. Andre´-Quillen (co)homology and cotangent complex. Let R
∼
−→ A be a cofibrant
resolution of A. The cotangent complex is the total (left) derived functor of the previous adjunction
and a representation of it is given by
LR/A := A⊗
P
R ΩPR ∈ Ho(M
P
A).
The Andre´-Quillen cohomology of the P-algebra A with coefficients in an A-module M is defined
by
H•P(A, M) := H
•(HomHo(MP
A
)(LR/A, M)).
The Andre´-Quillen homology of the P-algebra A with coefficients in an A-module M is defined by
HP• (A, M) := H•(M ⊗A⊗PK LR/A).
The study of the Andre´-Quillen homology with coefficients is analogous to the study of the Andre´-
Quillen cohomology with coefficients. In this paper, we only work with Andre´-Quillen cohomology
with coefficients.
Remark. We use the left derived functor of the adjunction to define the Andre´-Quillen coho-
mology. It is equivalent to define the Andre´-Quillen cohomology by means of the right derived
functor. We make this choice here because we are interested in considering homomorphisms in a
modules category.
1.2. Bar construction of an operad and Koszul operad. To make this cohomology theory
explicit, we need a cofibrant resolution for algebras over an operad. In the model category of
algebras over an operad, a cofibrant object is a retract of a quasi-free algebra endowed with a good
filtration (for example, a non-negatively graded algebra). So we look for quasi-free resolutions of
algebras. Operadic resolutions provide such functorial cofibrant resolutions for algebras. There are
mainly three operadic resolutions: the simplicial bar construction which induces a Godement type
resolution for algebras, the (co)augmented (co)bar construction on the level of (co)operads and the
Koszul complex for operads. This last one induces the bar-cobar resolution (or Boardman-Vogt
resolution [BV73, BM06]) on the level of algebras. The aim of the two next subsections is to recall
the operadic resolutions.
Here, we briefly recall the (co)bar construction of a (co)operad and the notion of Koszul operad.
We refer to [GK94, GJ94, Fre04] for a complete exposition.
1.2.1. Bar construction. Let P be an augmented operad. We denote by sV the suspension of
V (that-is-to-say (sV )d := Vd−1). The bar construction of P is the quasi-free cooperad
B(P) := (Fc(sP), dB(P) := d1 − d2),
where the map d1 is induced by the internal differential of the operad (dsP := idKs ⊗ dP ) and the
component d2 is induced by the product of the operad by
F(2)(sP) ∼=
⊕
2-vertices trees
Ks⊗P⊗Ks⊗P
idKs⊗τ⊗idP−−−−−−−−→
⊕
2-vertices trees
Ks⊗Ks⊗P⊗P
Πs⊗γP
−−−−−→ Ks⊗P,
where τ : P ⊗ Ks → Ks ⊗ P is the symmetry isomorphism given explicitly by τ(o1 ⊗ o2) :=
(−1)|o1||o2|o2⊗o1 and Πs : Ks⊗Ks→ Ks is the morphism of degree −1 induced by Πs(s⊗s) := s.
Remark. Assume that P is weight graded. Then the bar construction is bigraded by the number
(w) of non-trivial indexed vertices and by the total weight (ρ)
B(w)(P) := ⊕ρ∈NB(w)(P)
(ρ).
Dually, we define the cobar construction of a coaugmented cooperad C by
Ω(C) := (F(s−1C), d1 − d2).
From now on, we assume that P is an augmented operad and C is a coaugmented cooperad.
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1.2.2. Quadratic operad. A operad P is quadratic when P = F(V )/(R), where V is the S-
module of generators, F(V ) is the free operad and the space of relations R lives in F(2)(V ),
the set of trees with two vertices. We endow F(V ) with a weight grading, which differs from
the homological degree, given by the number of vertices, this induces a weight grading on each
quadratic operad. In this paper, we consider only non-negatively weight graded operad and we say
that a weight graded dg operad P is connected when P = K⊕P(1) ⊕P(2) ⊕ · · · , where P(0) = K
is concentrated in homological degree 0.
1.2.3. Koszul operad. We define the Koszul dual cooperad of P by the weight graded dg S-
module
P ¡(ρ) := Hρ(B(•)(P)
(ρ), d2).
An operad is called a Koszul operad when the injection P ¡֌ B(P) is a quasi-isomorphism.
When P is of finite type, that is P(n) is finite dimensional for each n, we can dualize linearly
the cooperad P ¡ to get the Koszul dual operad of P , denoted by P !. For any Sn-module V ,
we denote by V ∨ the Sn-module V
∗ ⊗ (sgnn), where (sgnn) is the one-dimensional signature
representation of Sn. We define P
!(n) := P ¡(n)∨. The product on P ! is given by t∆P¡ ◦ ω where
ω : P ¡∨ ◦ P ¡∨ → (P ¡ ◦ P ¡)∨.
1.2.4. Algebras up to homotopy. Let P be a Koszul operad. We define P∞ := Ω(P
¡). A
P∞-algebra is called an algebra up to homotopy or homotopy P-algebra (see [GK94]). The notion
of P∞-algebras is a lax version of the notion of P-algebras.
Examples.
• When P = Ass, we get the notion of A∞-algebras;
• when P = Lie, we get the notion of L∞-algebras;
• when P = Com, we get the notion of C∞-algebras.
1.3. Operadic twisting morphism. We refer to [GJ94, MV09] for a general and complete
treatment. Let α, β : C → P be morphisms of S-modules. We define the convolution product
α ⋆ β : C
∆p
−−→ C ◦(1) C
α◦(1)β
−−−−→ P ◦(1) P
γp
−→ P .
The S-module Hom(C, P) is endowed with an operad structure. Moreover, the convolution product
is a pre-Lie product on Hom(C, P), that is, it satisfies the relation
(α ⋆ β) ⋆ γ − α ⋆ (β ⋆ γ) = (−1)|β||γ|[(α ⋆ γ) ⋆ β − α ⋆ (γ ⋆ β)] for all α, β and γ in Hom(C, P).
1.3.1. Definition. An operadic twisting morphism is a map α : C → P of degree −1 satisfying
the Maurer-Cartan equation
∂(α) + α ⋆ α = 0.
We denote the set of operadic twisting morphisms from C to P by Tw(C, P).
In the weight graded case, we assume that the twisting morphisms and the internal differentials
preserve the weight.
1.3.2. Theorem (Theorem 2.17 of [GJ94]). The functors Ω and B form a pair of adjoint functors
between the category of connected coaugmented cooperads and augmented operads. The natural
bijections are given by the set of operadic twisting morphisms:
Homdg−Op(Ω(C), P) ∼= Tw(C, P) ∼= Homdg−Coop(C, B(P)).
Examples. We give examples of operadic twisting morphisms.
• When C = B(P) is the bar construction on P , the previous theorem gives a natural
operadic twisting morphism π : B(P) = Fc(sP) ։ sP
s−1
−−→ P ֌ P . This morphism is
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universal in the sense that each twisting morphism α : C → P factorizes uniquely through
the map π
C
α //
fα ""D
D
D
D P
B(P),
pi
<<yyyyyyyy
where fα is a morphism of dg cooperads.
• When C = P ¡ is the Koszul dual cooperad of a quadratic operad P , the map κ : P ¡ ֌
B(P)
pi
−→ P is an operadic twisting morphism (the precomposition of an operadic twisting
morphism by a map of dg cooperads is an operadic twisting morphism). Actually we have
P ¡֌ Fc(sV ) and the map κ is given by P ¡ ։ P ¡(1)
∼= sV
s−1
−−→ V ֌ P .
• When P = Ω(C) is the cobar construction on C, the previous theorem gives a natural
operadic twisting morphism ι : C ։ C
s−1
−−→ s−1C ֌ Ω(C) = F(s−1C). This morphism is
universal in the sense that each twisting morphism α : C → P factorizes uniquely through
the map ι
Ω(C)
gα
!!C
C
C
C
C
α //
ι
>>||||||||
P ,
where gα is a morphism of dg operads.
1.3.3. Twisted composition product. Let P be a dg operad and let C be a dg cooperad. Let
α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism. The twisted composition product P ◦α C is the
S-module P ◦ C endowed with a differential dα := dP◦C − δ
l
α, where δ
l
α is defined by the composite
δlα : P ◦ C
idP◦
′∆C−−−−−→ P ◦ (C, C ◦ C)
idP◦(idC , α◦idC)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ◦ (C, P ◦ C)֌ (P ◦ P) ◦ C
γ◦idC
−−−−→ P ◦ C.
Since α is an operadic twisting morphism, dα is a differential.
When A is a P-algebra, we denote by C ◦αA the chain complex (C(A), dα := dC(A)+ δ
r
α), where
δrα is the composite
C(A)
∆p◦idA
−−−−−→ (C ◦(1) C)(A)
idC◦(1)α◦idA
−−−−−−−−→ (C ◦(1) P)(A)
idC◦γA
−−−−→ C(A).
Finally, we denote by P ◦α C ◦α A the vector space P ◦ C(A) endowed with the differential
dα := dP◦C(A) − δ
l
α ◦ idA + idP ◦
′ δrα = dP◦(C◦αA) − δ
l
α ◦ idA.
The notation dα stands for different differentials. The differential is given without ambiguity
by the context.
1.3.4. Operadic resolutions. In [GJ94], Getzler and Jones produced functorial resolutions of
algebras given by the following theorems.
1.3.5. Theorem (Theorem 2.19 of [GJ94]). The augmented bar construction gives a resolution
P ◦pi B(P) ◦pi A
∼ // // A.
1.3.6. Theorem (Theorem 2.25 of [GJ94]). When the operad P is Koszul, there is a smaller
resolution of A given by the Koszul complex
P ◦κ P
¡ ◦κ A
∼ // // A.
The augmented bar resolution admits a dual version.
1.3.7. Theorem (Theorem 4.18 of [Val07]). For every weight graded coaugmented cooperad C,
there is an isomorphism
Ω(C) ◦ι C
∼
−→ I.
This gives, for all Ω(C)-algebra A, a quasi-isomorphism Ω(C) ◦ι C ◦ι A
∼
−→ A.
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1.4. Description of the cotangent complex. Thanks to these resolutions, we can describe the
underlying vector space of the cotangent complex.
1.4.1. Quasi-free resolution. Let A be a P-algebra, let C be a C-coalgebra endowed with a
filtration FpC such that F−1C = {0} and let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism. We
denote by P ◦α C the complex (P(C), dα := dP◦C − δ
l
α). The differential δ
l
α on P(C) is given by
δlα : P(C)
idP◦
′∆
−−−−−→ P ◦ (C, C(C))
idP◦(idC , α◦idC)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ◦ (C, P(C))֌ P ◦ P(C)
γ◦idc
−−−→ P(C).
A quasi-free resolution of A is a complex P ◦α C such that P ◦α C
∼
−→ A and δlα|FpC ⊂ P(Fp−1C).
Except the normalized cotriple construction, all the previous resolutions are of this form when
A is non-negatively graded. With this resolution, we make the cotangent complex explicit.
1.4.2. Theorem. Let P(C) be a quasi-free resolution of the P-algebra A. With this resolution,
the cotangent complex has the form
LP(C)/A
∼= A⊗P C.
Proof. The cotangent complex is isomorphic to
A⊗PR ΩPR = A⊗
P
P(C) ΩP(P(C))
∼= A⊗PP(C) (P(C)⊗
P C) (Lemma 1.1.5)
∼= A⊗P C (Propositions 0.6.1 and 0.6.3).

When we use the augmented bar construction, we get the cotangent complex for any algebra
over any operad. However this complex may be huge and it can be useful to work with smaller
resolutions. When we use the Koszul resolution, we can use the Koszul complex and we get the
cotangent complex of an algebra over a Koszul operad. For homotopy algebras, we use the coaug-
mented cobar construction. In this paper, we consider only resolutions coming from operadic
resolutions. In [Mil10], we work with even smaller resolutions, but which are not functorial with
respect to the algebra.
To describe completely the cotangent complex, we have to make its differential explicit. In the
next section, we will trace the boundary map on DerA(R, M) through the various isomorphisms.
2. Lie theoretic description
We endow the chain complex defining the Andre´-Quillen cohomology with a structure of Lie
algebra. The notion of twisting morphism (or twisting cochain) first appeared in [Bro59] and in
[Moo71] (see also [HMS74]). It is a particular kind of maps between a coassociative coalgebra and
an associative algebra. Getzler and Jones extend this definition to (co)algebras over (co)operads
(see 2.3 of [GJ94]). We show that the differential on the cotangent complex A ⊗P C is obtained
by twisting the internal differential by a twisting morphism.
In the sequel, let (P , γ) denote an operad, (C, ∆) denote a cooperad and (C, ∆C) denote a
C-coalgebra.
2.1. A Lie algebra structure. Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism. Let C be a
C-coalgebra and let A be a P-algebra. Let M be an A-module. For all ϕ in HomgModK(C, A) and
g in HomgModK(C, M), we define α[ϕ, g] :=
∑
n≥1 α[ϕ, g]n, where α[ϕ, g]n is the composite
C
∆C−−→ C(C)։ (C(n)⊗ C⊗n)Sn
α⊗ϕ⊗n−1⊗g
−−−−−−−−→ P(n)⊗A⊗n−1 ⊗M ։ P(A, M)
γM
−−→M.
The notation ⊗H stands for the Hadamard product: for any S-modulesM andN , (M⊗HN)(n) :=
M(n)⊗N(n). Let Ends−1K be the cooperad defined by
Ends−1K(n) := Hom((s
−1
K)⊗n, s−1K)
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endowed with the natural action of Sn. When (C, ∆C) is a C-coalgebra, we endow s
−1C :=
s−1K⊗ C with a structure of Ends−1K ⊗H C-coalgebra given by
∆s−1C : s
−1C
∆C(n)
−−−−→ sn−1s−n(C(n)⊗ C⊗n)Sn
τn−→
(
(Ends−1K(n)⊗ C(n))⊗ (s
−1C)⊗n
)Sn
,
where ∆C(n) is the composite C
∆C−−→ C(C) ։ (C(n) ⊗ C⊗n)Sn and τn is a map which permutes
components and is induced by compositions of τ (seen in Section 1.2.1). The differential on s−1C
is given by ds−1C := ids−1K ⊗ dC .
In the following results, the operad P is quadratic and binary and the cooperad C = P ¡ is the
Koszul dual cooperad of P . The twisting morphism κ : P ¡ → P is defined in the examples after
Section 1.3.2.
2.1.1. Theorem. Let P be a quadratic binary operad and let C = P ¡ be the Koszul dual cooperad
of P. Let A be a P-algebra and C be a P ¡-coalgebra. The chain complex
(HomgModK(C, A), κ[−, −], ∂)
forms a dg Lie algebra whose bracket κ[−, −] is of degree −1, that is
κ[ϕ, ψ] = −(−1)(|ϕ|−1)(|ψ|−1)κ[ψ, ϕ].
Proof. There is an isomorphism of chain complexes
Hom•gModK(C, A)
≃
−→ Hom•+1gModK(s
−1C, A)
ϕ 7→ (ϕ¯ : s−1c 7→ ϕ(c)),
since ∂(ϕ) = dA ◦ ϕ− (−1)|ϕ|ϕ ◦ dC = dA ◦ ϕ¯ − (−1)
|ϕ|−1ϕ¯ ◦ ds−1C = ∂(ϕ¯). Moreover, we have
the equality κ[ϕ, ψ] = (−1)|ϕ¯|κ¯[ϕ¯, ψ¯], where κ¯(sn−1µc) := κ(µc) is not a map of Sn-modules.
We show now that the dg module
(Hom•gModK(s
−1C, A), (−1)|ϕ¯|κ¯[ϕ¯, ψ¯], ∂)
forms a Lie algebra. Since C is a P ¡-coalgebra, we get that (s−1C)∗ ∼= sC∗ is a P !-algebra.
That is, there is a morphism of operads P ! → End(sC∗). Hence, we obtain a morphism P ! ⊗H
P → End(sC∗) ⊗H End(A) ∼= End(sC
∗ ⊗ A). We apply Theorem 29 of [Val08] and we get
that HomgModK(s
−1C, A) ∼= sC∗ ⊗ A is a Lie algebra. The Lie algebra structure is given by
(−1)|ϕ¯|κ¯[ϕ¯, ψ¯], which is of degree 0 since κ is non-zero only on P ¡(2). Therefore Hom•+1gModK(s
−1C, A)
is a Lie algebra with bracket of degree 0. 
2.1.2. Theorem. Let P be a quadratic binary operad and take C = P ¡. Let A be a P-algebra, let
C be a C-coalgebra and let M be an A-module. Then the dg module
(HomgModK(C, M), κ[−, −], ∂)
is a dg Lie module over (HomgModK(C, A), κ[−, −], ∂).
Proof. The proof is analoguous to the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 in the following way. A A-
module structure over the operad P is equivalent to a map of operads P → EndA(M), where
EndA(M) := End(A) ⊕ End(A, M) with
End(A, M)(n) :=
n⊕
j=1
Hom(A⊗ · · · ⊗A︸ ︷︷ ︸
j − 1 times
⊗M ⊗A⊗ · · · ⊗A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n− j times
, M).
The composition product is given by the composition of maps when possible and zero otherwise.
We get HomgModK(s
−1C, M) ∼= sC∗ ⊗ M and there is a map of operads Lie → P ! ⊗H P →
End(sC∗)⊗EndA(M) ∼= EndsC∗⊗A(sC
∗ ⊗M). Therefore, HomgModK(C, M) is a dg Lie module
over HomgModK(C, A). 
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2.2. Algebraic twisting morphism. In this section, we define the notion of twisting morphism
on the level of (co)algebras introduced in 2.3 of [GJ94]. Assume now that α : C → P is an operadic
twisting morphism. Let A be a P-algebra and let C be a C-coalgebra. For all ϕ in HomModK(C, A),
we define the maps
⋆α(ϕ) : C
∆C−−→ C(C)
α◦ϕ
−−→ P(A)
γA
−−→ A.
An algebraic twisting morphism with respect to α is a map ϕ : C → A of degree 0 satisfying the
Maurer-Cartan equation
∂(ϕ) + ⋆α(ϕ) = 0.
We denote by Twα(C,A) the set of algebraic twisting morphisms with respect to α.
Examples. We consider the two examples of Section 1.3 once again.
• The map ηB(P)(A) := ηB(P)◦idA : B(P)(A)։ I◦A ∼= A is an algebraic twisting morphism
with respect to π. For simplicity, assume dA = 0. We get
∂(ηB(P)(A)) = dA ◦ ηB(P)(A)− ηB(P)(A) ◦ d
r
pi
= −ηB(P)(A) ◦ (dB(P) ◦ idA + δ
r
pi)
= −ηB(P)(A) ◦ δ
r
pi
since dB(P) = 0 on F(0)(sP). Then ∂(ηB(P)(A))(e) is non-zero if and only if e = sµ ⊗
(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) ∈ F(1)(sP)(A) and is equal to −µ(a1, · · · , an) in this case. Moreover,
⋆pi(ηB(P)(A)) satisfies the same properties. So the assertion is proved.
• The map ηP¡(A) : P
¡(A)֌ B(P)(A)։ A is an algebraic twisting morphism with respect
to κ.
Let us now make explicit the maps κ and ηP¡(A) in the cases P = Ass, Com and Lie. We refer
to [Val08] for the categorical definition of the Koszul dual cooperad.
• When P = Ass, the Koszul dual Ass¡ is a cooperad cogenerated by the elements s
?, that
is the elements
? ∈ Ass(2) suspended by an s of degree 1, with corelations s
?⊗ (s
?⊗
) − s
?⊗ ( ⊗ s
?), that we can represent by s2( ??
?− ?
?? ?
). The map κ : Ass
¡ → Ass
sends s
? onto
? and is zero elsewhere. The map ηAss¡(A) sends A onto A and is zero
elsewhere.
• When P = Com, the map κ sends the cogenerator of Com¡ on the generator of Com and
is zero outside Com¡(2). The map ηCom¡(A) is just the projection onto A.
• When P = Lie, the map κ sends the cogenerator of Lie¡ on the generator of Lie and is
zero outside Lie¡(2) and the map ηLie¡(A) is just the projection onto A.
When P is a binary quadratic operad, C = P ¡ is its Koszul dual cooperad and α = κ, then
algebraic twisting morphisms with respect to κ are in one-to-one correspondence with solutions of
the Maurer-Cartan equation in the dg Lie algebra introduced in Theorem 2.1.1.
2.3. Twisted differential. Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism and let ϕ : C → A
be an algebraic twisting morphism with respect to α. We associate to α and ϕ a twisted differential
∂α, ϕ, denoted simply by ∂ϕ, on HomgModK(C, M) by the formula
∂ϕ(g) := ∂(g) + α[ϕ, g].
2.3.1. Lemma. If α ∈ Tw(C, P) and ϕ ∈ Twα(C, A), then ∂ϕ
2 = 0.
Proof. We recall that |α| = −1 and |ϕ| = 0. Let us modify a little bit the operator α[ϕ, g]n. We
define for all ψ in HomgModK(C, A) and g in HomgModK(C, M) the operator α[ϕ, (ψ, g)]n to be
the composite:
C
∆C,n
−−−→ (C(n)⊗ C⊗n)Sn
∑
j α⊗ϕ
j−1⊗ψ⊗ϕn−j−1⊗g
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(n)⊗A⊗n−1 ⊗M ։ P(A, M)
γM
−−→M.
We define α[ϕ, (ψ, g)] :=
∑
n≥2 α[ϕ, (ψ, g)]n.
(We have to pay attention to the fact that sign (−1)|ψ||g| may appear. The elements of C(C)
are invariant under the action of the symmetric groups, so they are of the form
∑
σ∈Sn
εσµ
c ·
σ ⊗ cσ−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ cσ−1(n), where εσ depends on (−1)
|ci||cj |. For example, ε(12) = (−1)
|c1||c2|,
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ε(123) = (−1)
|c1||c3|+|c2||c3| and ε(132) = (−1)
|c1||c2|+|c1||c3|. Moreover, the coinvariant elements
in P(A, M) satisfy µ ⊗Sn (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = εσµ · σ ⊗Sn (aσ−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aσ−1(n)). The image of
(−1)|c1||c2|µc · (12)⊗ c2 ⊗ c1 under γM ◦ (α⊗ ψ ⊗ g) in M is
(−1)|c1||c2|+|µ
c|(|ψ|+|g|)+|g||c2|α(µc)(ψ(c2), g(c1))
= (−1)|c1||c2|+|µ
c|(|ψ|+|g|)+|g||c2|(−1)|ψ(c2)||g(c1)|µ(g(c1), ψ(c2))
= (−1)|ψ||g|(−1)|µ
c|(|ψ|+|g|)+|ψ||c1|µ(g(c1), ψ(c2)).
Therefore, the operator α[ϕ, (ψ, g)] can be understood as follows
α[ϕ, (ψ, g)] =
∑ ϕ TTTTTTTTTT ϕ OOOOOO ψ ??? ϕ ϕ goooooo ϕjjjjjjjjjα + (−1)|ψ||g|
ϕ
TTT
TTT
TTT ϕ
NNN
NNN
g
>>>
ϕ ϕ

ψ
ooo
ooo
ϕ
jjjj
jjjj
jj
α

 .)
The maps ∆C and γM are maps of dg modules and we have the equality
∂(α⊗ ϕ⊗n−1 ⊗ ψ) = ∂(α) ⊗ ϕ⊗n−1 ⊗ ψ + (−1)|α|α⊗ ∂(ϕ⊗n−1)⊗ ψ + (−1)|α|α⊗ ϕ⊗n−1 ⊗ ∂(ψ),
where ∂(ϕ⊗n−1) =
∑
j ϕ
j−1 ⊗ ∂(ϕ)⊗ ϕn−j−1. Therefore we get
∂(α[ϕ, g]) = ∂(α)[ϕ, g] + (−1)|α|α[ϕ, (∂(ϕ), g)] + (−1)|α|α[ϕ, ∂(g)].
It follows that
∂ϕ
2(g) = ∂ϕ(∂(g) + α[ϕ, g])
= ∂2(g) + ∂(α[ϕ, g]) + α[ϕ, ∂(g)] + α[ϕ, α[ϕ, g]]
= ∂(α)[ϕ, g] + (−1)|α|α[ϕ, (∂(ϕ), g)] + (−1)|α|α[ϕ, ∂(g)]
+α[ϕ, ∂(g)] + α[ϕ, α[ϕ, g]]
= ∂(α)[ϕ, g]− α[ϕ, (∂(ϕ), g)] + α[ϕ, α[ϕ, g]].
The following picture
∑ ϕ =g ϕϕ
UUUU
UUϕ OOO
O α ϕ
ooo
o ϕ
iiii
ii
α
=
∑
ϕ g ϕ =ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ
TTTT
TTT OOO
O α
ooo
o
iiii
iii
α
+
ϕ ϕ ϕ =g ϕ
ϕ ϕ
UUUU
UUU OOO
O α
ooo
o
iiii
iii
α
+
ϕ ϕ ϕ =ϕ ϕ
g ϕ
UUUU
UUU OOO
O α
ooo
o
jjjj
jjj
α


−
∑(−1)|g|
ϕ =ϕ ϕ
ϕ
TTTT
TTg OOO
O α ϕ
ooo
o ϕ
iiii
ii
α
+
ϕ =ϕ ϕ
ϕ
UUUU
UUϕ OOOO
α g
ooo
o ϕ
jjjj
jj
α


models the equation
α[ϕ, α[ϕ, g]] = (α ⋆ α)[ϕ, g]− α[ϕ, (⋆α(ϕ), g)]
(the sign (−1)|g| appears when we permute α and g). Thus
∂ϕ
2(g) = (∂(α) + α ⋆ α)[ϕ, g]− α[ϕ, (∂(ϕ) + ⋆α(ϕ), g)].
Since α is an operadic twisting morphism and ϕ is an algebraic twisting morphism with respect
to α, this concludes the proof. 
2.4. The cotangent complex of an algebra over an operad. From now on, we trace through
the isomorphisms of Theorem 1.4.2 in order to make the differential on the cotangent complex
explicit. Finally, for appropriate differentials, we obtain the isomorphism of differential graded
modules
DerA(P(C), M) ∼= HomMP
A
(A⊗P C, M),
where P(C) is a quasi-free resolution of A.
We have in mind the resolutions obtained by means of the augmented bar construction on the
level of operad, applied to an algebra, or the Koszul complex on an algebra or the coaugmented
cobar construction on the level of cooperads, applied to a homotopy algebra.
The space DerA(P(C), M) is endowed with the following differential
∂(f) = dM ◦ f − (−1)
|f |f ◦ dα,
where dα was defined in Section 1.4.1.
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2.4.1. Proposition. With the above notations, we have the following isomorphism of dg modules
(DerA(P ◦α C, M), ∂) ∼= (HomgModK(C, M), ∂ϕ = ∂ + α[ϕ, −]), where C = C(A).
Proof. First, the isomorphism of K-modules between DerA(P(C), M) and HomgModK(C, M) is
given by the restriction on the generators C.
We verify that this isomorphism commutes with the respective differentials. We fix the notations
f¯ := f|C and n := |f¯ | = |f |. On the one hand, we have
∂(f)|C = (dM ◦ f)|C − (−1)
|f |(f ◦ dα)|C
= dM ◦ f¯ − (−1)
nf ◦ (dP ◦ idC + idP ◦
′ dC − δ
l
α)|C .
Moreover, (dP ◦ idC)|C = 0 since (dP)|P(1) = 0 and f ◦ (idP ◦
′ dC)|C = f¯ ◦ dC . Thus
∂(f)|C = dM ◦ f¯ − (−1)
nf¯ ◦ dC + (−1)
nf ◦ δlα|C .
On the other hand,
∂ϕ(f¯) = dM ◦ f¯ − (−1)
nf¯ ◦ dC + α[ϕ, f¯ ].
With the signs α⊗ f¯ = (−1)|α||f¯|(id⊗ f¯)⊗ (α⊗ id) and using the fact that f is a derivation, we
verify that (−1)nf ◦ δlα|C = α[ϕ, f¯ ]. 
Let us construct a twisted differential on the free A-module A⊗P C as follows. Since A⊗P C
is a quotient of P(A, C), we define a map
δl1(n) : P(A, C)
idP(idA,∆C(n))
−−−−−−−−−−→ P(A, (C(n)⊗ C⊗n)Sn)
idP(idA, α⊗ϕ
⊗n−1⊗idC)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
P(A, P(n)⊗A⊗n−1 ⊗ C)→ (P ◦ P)(A, C)
γ(idA, idC)
−−−−−−−→ P(A, C).
This map sends the elements µ ⊗ γA(ν1 ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ c⊗ · · · ⊗ γA(νk ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) and
γP(µ⊗ ν1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ νk)⊗ a1⊗ · · · ⊗ ai1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c⊗ · · · ⊗ an to the same image, for c ∈ C and aj ∈ A
and µ, νj ∈ P . So δ
l
1(n) induces a map on the quotient
δlα, ϕ(n) : A⊗
P C → A⊗P C.
We write δl1 :=
∑
δl1(n) and δ
l
α, ϕ :=
∑
δlα, ϕ(n), or simply δ
l
ϕ.
We define the twisted differential ∂α, ϕ, or simply ∂ϕ on HomMPA (A⊗
P C, M) by
∂ϕ(f) := ∂(f) + (−1)
|f |f ◦ δlϕ
= dM ◦ f − (−1)
|f |f ◦ (dA⊗PC − δ
l
ϕ),
where the differential dA⊗PC is induced by the natural differential on P(A, C). So we consider
the twisted differential dϕ := dA⊗PC − δ
l
ϕ on A ⊗
P C. Once again, the notation ∂ϕ stands for
several differentials and the relevant one is given without ambiguity by the context.
2.4.2. Theorem. With the above notations, the following three dg modules are isomorphic
(DerA(P ◦α C, M), ∂) ∼= (HomgModK(C, M), ∂ϕ)
∼= (HomMP
A
(A⊗P C, M), ∂ϕ).
Proof. We already know the isomorphism of K-modules given by the restriction
(HomMP
A
(A⊗P C, M), ∂) ∼= (HomgModK(C, M), ∂)
from the preliminaries. We now verify that this isomorphism commutes with the differentials.
With the notation f¯ := f|C , we have
∂ϕ(f¯) = dM ◦ f¯ − (−1)
|f¯|f¯ ◦ dC + α[ϕ, f¯ ]
and
∂ϕ(f)|C = (dM ◦ f − (−1)
|f |f ◦ dA⊗PC + (−1)
|f |f ◦ δlϕ)|C .
Since (f ◦ dA⊗PC)|C = f¯ ◦ dC , we just need to show the equality α[ϕ, f¯ ] = (−1)
|f |(f ◦ δlϕ)|C . This
holds since M ∈ MPA and f is a morphism of A-modules over P and the structure of A-module
on C into A⊗P C is just the projection P(A, C)։ A⊗P C. 
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Finally, when P ◦α C
∼
−→ A is a quasi-free resolution of A, the chain complex
(A⊗P C, dϕ = dA⊗PC − δ
l
ϕ)
is a representation of the cotangent complex. In our cases, we have C = C(A). Then a represen-
tation of the cotangent complex is given by
(A⊗P C(A), dϕ = dA⊗PC(A) − δ
l
ϕ + δ
r
ϕ),
where δlϕ is induced by
P(A, C(A))
idP◦(idA,∆p◦idA)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(A, (C ◦(1) C)(A))
idP◦(idA, α◦(1)idC◦idA)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
P(A, (P ◦(1) C)(A))֌ (P ◦ P)(A, C(A))
γ◦(idA, idC(A))
−−−−−−−−−→ P(A, C(A))
and δrϕ is induced by
P(A, C(A))
idP◦(idA,∆p◦idA)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(A, (C ◦(1) C)(A))
idP◦(idA, idC◦(1)α◦idA)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
P(A, (C ◦(1) P)(A))֌ P(A, C(A, P(A)))
idP◦(idA, idC◦(idA, γA))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(A, C(A)).
Remark. Applying this description to the resolutions of algebras obtained by means of the aug-
mented bar construction or by means of the Koszul complex, we obtain two different chain com-
plexes which allow us to compute the Andre´-Quillen cohomology. The one using the Koszul
resolution is smaller since P ¡ ֌ B(P). However the differential on the one using the augmented
bar construction is simpler as the differential strongly depends on the coproduct. The cooperad
P ¡ is often given up to isomorphism, therefore it is difficult to make it explicit.
3. Applications and new examples of cohomology theories
We apply the previous general definitions to nearly all the operads we know. We explain
which resolution can be used each time. Sometimes, it corresponds to known chain complexes.
We also show that the cotriple cohomology corresponds to Andre´-Quillen cohomology. Among
the new examples, we make the Andre´-Quillen cohomology for algebras over the operad Perm
explicit. We do the same for homotopy P-algebras. From now on, we assume that the algebras
are non-negatively graded.
3.1. Applications. For some operads, an explicit chain complex computing the cohomology the-
ory for the associated algebras has already been proposed by various authors.
• When P = Ass is the operad of associative algebras, A⊗PP ¡(A) ∼= (K⊕A)⊗B(A)⊗(K⊕A)
(by 0.6.1) is the normalized Hochschild complex (see Section 1.1.14 of [Lod98]). The
Andre´-Quillen cohomology of associative algebras is the Hochschild cohomology (see also
Chapter IX, Section 6 of [CE99]).
• When P = Lie is the operad of Lie algebras, A⊗P P ¡(A) ∼= Ue(A)⊗Λ(A) since Lie¡(A) ∼=
Λ(A). The Andre´-Quillen cohomology of Lie algebras is Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology
(see Chapter XIII of [CE99]).
• When P = Com is the operad of commutative algebras, the complex A⊗P P ¡(A) ∼= (K⊕
A)⊗Com¡(A), only valid in characteristic 0, gives the cohomology theory of commutative
algebras defined by Quillen in [Qui70]. It corresponds to Harrison cohomology defined in
[Har62]. We refer to [Lod98] for the relationship between the different definitions.
• When P = Dias is the operad of diassociative algebras and with the Koszul resolution,
we get the chain complex and the associated cohomology defined by Frabetti in [Fra01].
• When P = Leib is the operad of Leibniz algebras and with the Koszul resolution, the
Andre´-Quillen cohomology of Leibniz algebras is the cohomology defined by Loday and
Pirashvili in [LP93].
• For the operad P = Poiss encoding Poisson algebras, Fresse followed, as in this paper,
the ideas of Quillen to make a cohomology of Poisson algebras explicit with the Koszul
resolution [Fre06].
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• When P = Prelie and with the Koszul resolution, the Andre´-Quillen cohomology of pre-
Lie algebras is the one defined by Dzhumadil’daev in [Dzh99].
• When P = Zinb, or equivalently Leib!, and with the Koszul resolution, the Andre´-Quillen
cohomology of Zinbiel algebras is the one given in [Bal98].
More generally,
• Balvoine introduces a chain complex in [Bal98]. When the operad P is a binary Koszul
operad, the chain complex computing the Andre´-Quillen cohomology obtained with the
Koszul resolution corresponds to the one defined by Balavoine. Thus, the cohomology
theories are the same in this case.
3.2. The case of Perm algebras. We denote by Perm the operad corresponding to Perm alge-
bras defined in [Cha01].
Let us recall that a basis for Perm(n) is given by corollas in space with n leaves labelled by
1 to n with one leaf underlined. So Perm(n) is of dimension n. The composition product in
Perm is given by the path traced through the upper underlined leaf from the root. For example,
γ

 1 2 3OO oo
1 2 3
WWWW oo

 = 1 2 3 4 5WWWW OO oogggg and γ

 1 2 3OO oo
1 2 3
WWWW gggg

 = 1 2 3 4 5WWWW OO oogggg .
In [CL01], the authors show that the Koszul dual operad of the operad Perm is the operad
Prelie and that the operad Prelie is Koszul. It follows that the operad Perm is Koszul (see
[GK94] for general facts about Koszul duality of operads). Since Perm¡ ∼= Prelie∨, it is possible
to understand the coproduct on Perm¡ if we know the product on Prelie. Chapoton and Livernet
gave an explicit basis for Prelie and made explicit the product. This basis of Prelie is given by
the rooted trees of degree n, that is with n vertices, denoted RT (n). Then we need to understand
the coproduct on Prelie∗ which is given by
∆ : Prelie∗
tγ
−→ (Prelie ◦ Prelie)∗
≃
−→ Prelie∗ ◦ Prelie∗,
where Prelie∗(n) := Prelie(n)∗ and tγ(f) := f ◦ γ. A rooted tree is represented as in [CL01],
with its root at the bottom. We make explicit the coproduct on a particular element
∆
('&%$ !"#1 99 '&%$ !"#3'&%$ !"#2
)
= '&%$ !"#1 ◦1
'&%$ !"#1 99 '&%$ !"#3'&%$ !"#2 +
'&%$ !"#1
'&%$ !"#2 ◦2
'&%$ !"#2
'&%$ !"#1 +
'&%$ !"#2
'&%$ !"#1 ◦1
'&%$ !"#1
'&%$ !"#2 +
'&%$ !"#1 99 '&%$ !"#3'&%$ !"#2 ◦1
'&%$ !"#1 +
'&%$ !"#1 99 '&%$ !"#3'&%$ !"#2 ◦2
'&%$ !"#1 +
'&%$ !"#1 99 '&%$ !"#3'&%$ !"#2 ◦3
'&%$ !"#1 .
Let A be a Perm-algebra. The cotangent complex has the following form
A⊗P P ¡(A) = A⊗P RT (A) ∼=
RT (A)
⊕ JJJ ttt
A RT (A)
⊕ JJJ ttt
RT (A) A
∼= RT (A) ⊕A⊗RT (A)⊕RT (A)⊗A,
where RT (A) = ⊕nRT (n)⊗Sn A
⊗n.
3.2.1. When the algebra is trivial. We assume first that A is a trivial algebra, that is γA ≡ 0.
To make the differential on the cotangent complex explicit, we just need to describe the restriction
RT (A) → RT (A) ⊗ A ⊕ A ⊗ RT (A) since the differential is zero on A ⊗RT (A) ⊕RT (A) ⊗ A.
Let T be in RT (n). There are several possibilities:
i) the rooted tree T has the form
?>=<89:;T1
?>=<89:;1
, where T1 is in RT (n − 1). In that case, the term
'&%$ !"#2
'&%$ !"#1 ◦2 T1 appears in ∆RT (T ), so the image of T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an under dϕ in A ⊗RT (A)
contains −a1 ⊗ (T1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an);
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ii) there exists T2 in RT (n − 1) such that the rooted tree T can be written
?>=<89:;1
?>=<89:;T2
. In that
case, the term
'&%$ !"#1
'&%$ !"#2 ◦2 T2 appears in ∆RT (T ), so the image of T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an under dϕ in
RT (A) ⊗A contains −(T2 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)⊗ a1;
iii) the rooted tree has the form
?>=<89:;T3
76540123n
, where T3 is in RT (n−1). In that case, the term
'&%$ !"#1
'&%$ !"#2 ◦1T3
appears in ∆RT (T ), so the image of T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an under dϕ in A ⊗RT (A) contains
−an ⊗ (T3 ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1);
iv) there exists T4 in RT (n− 1) such that the rooted tree can be written
76540123n
?>=<89:;T4
. In that case,
the term
'&%$ !"#2
'&%$ !"#1 ◦1 T4 appears in ∆RT (T ), so the image of T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an under dϕ in
RT (A) ⊗A contains −(T4 ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1)⊗ an;
A rooted tree T has the shape i) and iv), or ii) and iii), or ii) and iv), or i) only, or ii) only, or iii)
only, or iv) only, or finally a shape not described in i) to iv). In this last case, the differential is 0.
Otherwise, the image under the differential of an element T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an in RT (A) is given by
the sum of the corresponding terms in i) to iv). For example, if T can be written
?>=<89:;T1
?>=<89:;1
and
76540123n
?>=<89:;T4
,
we get dϕ(T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = −a1 ⊗ (T1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)− (T4 ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1)⊗ an.
3.2.2. For any Perm algebra. For a general Perm-algebra A, we no longer assume a priori that
the restriction of the differential dA⊗PP¡(A) to P
¡(A), that is dα, is zero. For a rooted tree T in
RT (n), we define the function f by f(T, i, j) = 1 if T =
?>=<89:;T2 ?>=<89:;T3
76540123i ?>=<89:;j
?>=<89:;T1
for some rooted tree T1 and
some families of rooted trees T2 and T3, and f(T, i, j) = 0 otherwise. There exists a rooted tree
Ti in RT (n− 1) such that T appears in the product Ti ◦i
'&%$ !"#2
'&%$ !"#1 if and only if f(T, i, i+ 1) = 1 (take
Ti =
76540123T ′2 76540123T ′3
  
 
76540123i
76540123T ′1
where T ′j is the family of trees Tj with vertices k > i replaced by k + 1). Similarly
there exists a rooted tree Ti in RT (n− 1) such that T appears in the product Ti ◦i
'&%$ !"#1
'&%$ !"#2 if and only
if f(T, i+1, i) = 1. We define E1(T ) := {i | f(T, i, i+1) = 1} and E2(T ) := {i | f(T, i+1, i) = 1}.
We obtain
dα(T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =
∑
i∈E1(T ) Ti ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γA(
??
−
⊗ ai ⊗ ai+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ an
+
∑
i∈E2(T ) Ti ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γA(
??
−
⊗ ai ⊗ ai+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ an,
where Ti is the rooted tree such that T appears in the product Ti ◦i
'&%$ !"#2
'&%$ !"#1 or Ti ◦i
'&%$ !"#1
'&%$ !"#2 . Finally, on
RT (A), the differential on the cotangent complex is given by dϕ = dα − δ
l
ϕ.
We describe now the differential δlϕ on A ⊗ RT (A) thanks to the description i) - iv) of the
previous section.
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i)-ii) The term γA(
??
−
⊗ a0⊗ a1)⊗ (Ti ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) appears in δ
l
ϕ(a0 ⊗ (T ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an))
(with i = 1 or 2);
iii)-iv) the term γA(
??
−
⊗ a0⊗ an)⊗ (Ti⊗ a1⊗ · · ·⊗ an−1) appears in δ
l
ϕ(a0⊗ (T ⊗ a1⊗ · · ·⊗ an))
(with i = 3 or 4).
Similarly, we describe the differential δlϕ on RT (A) ⊗A.
i) The term γA(
??
−
⊗a1⊗an+1)⊗(T1⊗a2⊗· · ·⊗an) appears in δ
l
ϕ((T⊗a1⊗· · ·⊗an)⊗an+1);
ii) the term (T2⊗a2⊗· · ·⊗an)⊗γA(
??
−
⊗a1⊗an+1) appears in δ
l
ϕ((T ⊗a1⊗· · ·⊗an)⊗an+1);
iii) the term γA(
??
−
⊗an⊗an+1)⊗(T3⊗a1⊗· · ·⊗an−1) appears in δ
l
ϕ((T⊗a1⊗· · ·⊗an)⊗an+1);
iv) the term (T4⊗a1⊗· · ·⊗an−1)⊗γA(
??
−
⊗an⊗an+1) appears in δ
l
ϕ((T⊗a1⊗· · ·⊗an)⊗an+1).
Finally, the differential on the cotangent complex RT (A)⊕A⊗RT (A)⊕RT (A)⊗A is given by
dα + idA ⊗ dα + dα ⊗ idA − δ
l
ϕ.
3.3. The case of A∞-algebras. Markl gave in [Mar92] a definition for a cohomology theory for
homotopy associative algebras. In this section, we make explicit the Andre´-Quillen cohomology
for homotopy associative algebras and we recover the complex defined by Markl.
The operad A∞ = Ω(Ass
¡) = F(
?,
?, O
O?oo, . . .) is the free operad on one generator in each
degree greater than 1. We have the resolution R := A∞ ◦ Ass
¡(A)
∼
−→ A and we get
LR|A =
⊕
l,l1,l2≥0
k≥0
⊕
i1+···+ik=l1
j1+···+jk=l2
A⊗i1 | · · · |A⊗ik |A⊗l|A⊗jk | · · · |A⊗j1 .
Actually, an element in LR|A should be seen as a planar tree
EEEEEEEE
//////

yyyyyyyy
EEEEEEEE
//////

yyyyyyyy
EEEEEEEE
//////

yyyyyyyy
//////

a11 ··· a
1
i1
c11 ··· c
1
j1
ak1 ··· a
k
ik
ck1 ··· c
k
jk
b1 ··· bl
where some it or jt may be 0.
An element in LR|A is written a
1
1 · · ·a
1
i1 | · · · |a
k
1 · · ·a
k
ik
[b1 · · · bl]c
k
1 · · · c
k
jk
| · · · |c11 · · · c
1
j1 .
A structure of A∞-algebra on A is given by maps µn : A
⊗n → A satisfying compatibility
relations and a structure of A-module over the operad A∞ on M is given by maps µn,i : A
⊗i−1 ⊗
M ⊗A⊗n−i →M for n ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n satisfying some compatibility relations.
In this case, the twisting morphism α is the injection Ass¡ ֌ Ω(Ass¡) and the twisting mor-
phism on the level of (co)algebras ϕ is the projection Ass¡(A)։ A.
When dA = 0, the differential on the cotangent complex is the sum of three terms that we will
make explicit. Otherwise, we have to add a term induced by dA. The first part of the differential
is dA⊗A∞Ass¡(A) given by dα and dA∞ .
We use the fact that ∆p : Ass
¡ → Ass¡ ◦(1) Ass
¡ is given by the formula
∆p(µ
c
n) =
∑
λ, k
(−1)λ+k(l−λ+k)µcl+1−k ⊗ (id⊗ · · · ⊗ id︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ
⊗µck ⊗ id⊗ · · · ⊗ id︸ ︷︷ ︸
l−λ−k
)
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to give on Ass¡(A) the differential
dα([b1 · · · bl]) =
∑
λ, k
(−1)λ+k(l−λ−k)+(|b1|+···+|bλ|)(k−1)[b1 · · · bλ µk(bλ+1 · · · bλ+k)bλ+k+1 · · · bl].
Contrary to Ass and Ass¡, A∞ has a non-zero differential which induces a non-zero differential
on LR|A (also denoted dA∞ by abuse of notations). We get
dA∞(a
1
1 · · · a
1
i1
| · · · |ak1 · · · a
k
ik
[b1 · · · bl]c
k
1 · · · c
k
jk
| · · · |c11 · · · c
1
j1
) =
−
∑
ελ, k, ta
1
1 · · · |a
t
1 · · ·µk(a
t
λ+1 · · · a
t
λ+k) · · ·a
t
it | · · · [· · · ]c
k
1 · · · | · · · | · · · c
1
j1
−
∑
ελ, k, ta
1
1 · · · |a
t
1 · · ·a
t
λ|a
t
λ+1 · · · a
t
it
| · · · [· · · ] · · · |ct1 · · · c
t
k−it+λ−1
|ctk−it+λ · · · c
t
jt
| · · · c1j1
−
∑
ελ, k, ta
1
1 · · · | · · · | · · · a
k
ik
[· · · ]ck1 · · · |c
t
1 · · ·µk(c
t
λ+1 · · · c
t
λ+k) · · · c
t
jt | · · · c
1
j1 ,
where ελ, k, t = (−1)
i1+j1+···+it−1+jt−1+λ+k(it+jt+1−λ+k).
The second part of the differential is the twisted one induced by δlϕ. We get
δlϕ(a
1
1 · · · a
1
i1
| · · · |ak1 · · · a
k
ik
[b1 · · · bl]c
k
1 · · · c
k
jk
| · · · |c11 · · · c
1
j1
) =∑
λ, k
ǫ · a11 · · · |b1 · · · bλ[bλ+1 · · · bλ+k]bλ+k+1 · · · bl| · · · c
1
j1 ,
where ǫ := (−1)i1+j1+···+ik+jk+(|a
1
1|+···+|a
k
ik
|)(l−k+1)+(|b1|+···+|bλ|)(k−1)+λ+k(l−λ+k) .
3.4. The case of L∞-algebras. The case of L∞-algebras can be made explicit in the same way,
with trees in space instead of planar trees. We recover then the definitions given by Hinich and
Schechtman in [HS93].
3.5. The case of P∞-algebras. The general case of homotopyP-algebras can be treated similarly
as follows. Let P be a Koszul operad and let P∞ := Ω(P
¡) be its Koszul resolution. Any P∞-
algebra A admits a resolution P∞ ◦ι P
¡ ◦ι A
∼
−→ A, where ι : P ¡ → P∞ = Ω(P
¡) is the universal
twisting morphism. The cotangent complex has the same form as in the previous cases.
4. The cotangent complex and the module of Ka¨hler differential forms
In this section, we show that the Andre´-Quillen cohomology of a P-algebra A is an Ext-functor
over the enveloping algebra of A if and only if the cotangent complex of A is a resolution of
the module of Ka¨hler differential forms. Moreover, we prove that the Andre´-Quillen cohomology
theory of an operad is an Ext-functor over its enveloping algebra. We recall that we consider only
non-negatively graded P-algebras in order to have cofibrant resolutions.
4.1. Andre´-Quillen cohomology as an Ext-functor. Let R be a cofibrant resolution of a
P-algebra A. Then there is a map
LR/A = A⊗
P
R ΩP(R)→ A⊗
P
A ΩP(A)
∼= ΩP(A).
If the functor A ⊗P− ΩP(−) sends cofibrant resolutions to cofibrant resolutions, then the Andre´-
Quillen cohomology is the following Ext-functor
H•P(A, M)
∼= Ext•A⊗PK(ΩP(A), M).
Moreover, we will see in this subsection that the reverse implication is true. Let X•
∼
−→ ΩP(A)
be a cofibrant resolution in MPA and consider a quasi-free resolution R = P ◦ C(A) of A. The
cotangent complex LR/A ∼= A ⊗
P C(A) is a quasi-free A-module over P since R is quasi-free, so
this realization of the cotangent complex is a cofibrant A-module over P . The model category
structure on MPA and the commutative diagram
0 //


X•
∼

A⊗P C(A) //
::u
u
u
u
u
u
ΩP(A)
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give a map A⊗P C(A)→ X•. This last map induces a map
H•P(A, M)← H
•
P (HomA⊗PK-mod(X•, M))
∼= Ext•A⊗PK(ΩP(A), M).
When this map is an isomorphism, the Andre´-Quillen cohomology is an Ext-functor over the P-
enveloping algebra.
We prove the following homological lemmas.
4.1.1. Lemma. Let ϕ : V →W be a map of dg vector spaces. If ϕ∗ : V ∗ ←W ∗ is an isomorphism
then ϕ : V →W is an isomorphism, where V ∗ := HomK(V, K).
Proof. Let x ∈ V non zero and H be a supplementary of Kx in V = Kx ⊕ H . Since ϕ∗ is
surjective, there exists g ∈W ∗ such that x∗ = ϕ∗(g) = g ◦ ϕ, where x∗ is the map in V ∗ which is
1 on x and 0 on H . Thus 1 = x∗(x) = g ◦ ϕ(x), so ϕ(x) 6= 0 and ϕ is injective. Dually we show
that ϕ is surjective. 
4.1.2. Lemma. Let S be a dg unitary associative algebra over K and let ϕ : M → N be a map
of dg left S-modules. If ϕ∗ : HomS-mod(M, M
′)
∼
←− HomS-mod(N, M
′) is a quasi-isomorphism for
all dg left S-module M ′, then ϕ :M
∼
−→ N .
Proof. We endow HomK(S, K) with a structure of dg left S-module by s · f(x) := f(s
−1 · x) for
s ∈ S and f ∈ HomK(S, K) and x ∈ S. We have the adjunction
HomS-mod(M, HomK(S, K)) ∼= HomK(M ⊗S S, K) ∼= HomK(M, K),
which is an isomorphism of dg left S-modules (where K is endowed with a trivial structure). Thus
ϕ∗ induces a quasi-isomorphism HomK(M, K)
∼
←− HomK(N, K). Since the differential on K is 0,
we get H•(HomK(M, K)) ∼= HomK(H•(M), K). We conclude using Lemma 4.1.1. 
4.1.3. Lemma. Let P be a dg operad and let A be a P-algebra. Let C be a cooperad and let
α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism such that P ◦ C(A) is a quasi-free resolution of A.
There exists a spectral sequence which converges to the cohomology of A with coefficients in M ,
such that
Ep, q2
∼= Ext
p
A⊗PK
(Hq(A⊗
P C(A)), M)⇒ Hp+qP (A, M).
Proof. The arguments of Section 5.3.1 of [Bal98] are still valid here and give the convergence of
the spectral sequence. 
4.1.4. Theorem. Let P be a dg operad and let A be a P-algebra. Let R be a cofibrant resolution
of A. The following properties are equivalent:
(P0) the Andre´-Quillen cohomology of A is an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗
P K,
that is H•P(A, M)
∼= Ext•A⊗PK(ΩP(A), M);
(P1) the cotangent complex is quasi-isomorphic to the module of Ka¨hler differential forms, that
is LR/A
∼
−→ ΩP(A).
Proof. A representation of the cotangent complex is given by A⊗P C(A), where C is a cooperad
and α : C → P is a Koszul morphism, e.g. C = B(P) and α = π. When A⊗P C(A)
∼
−→ ΩP(A), as
A⊗P C(A) is a quasi-free A⊗P K-module, the Andre´-Quillen cohomology is by definition an Ext-
functor and the property (P1) implies the property (P0). Conversely, we assume that H
•
P(−, A)
is an Ext-functor. We apply Lemma 4.1.2 to S = A⊗P K, to M = A⊗P C(A) and to N = X• a
cofibrant resolution of ΩP(A). This gives that the property (P0) implies the property (P1). 
4.2. Andre´-Quillen cohomology of operads as an Ext-functor. Rezk defined a cohomology
theory for operads following the ideas of Quillen in [Rez96]. Baues, Jibladze and Tonks proposed
in [BJT97] a cohomology theory for monoids in particular monoidal categories, which includes
the case of operads. Later Merkulov and Vallette gave in [MV09] the cohomology theory “a` la
Quillen” for properads, and so for operads. Merkulov and Vallette define the cotangent complex
associated to the resolution of an operad. Let Ω(C)
∼
−→ P be a cofibrant resolution of the operad
P . We get
LΩ(C)/P
∼= P ◦(1) (s
−1C ◦ P)→ Ωop.(P) ∼= P ◦(1) (P ◦ P)/∼ ∼= P ◦(1) P ,
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where Ωop.(P) is the left P-module of Ka¨hler differential forms (we can see Ωop.(P) as ΩS(P) with
S the coloured operad whose algebras are operads). The differential on LΩ(C)/P is made explicit
as a truncation of the functorial cotangent complex defined in Section 5.1. This enables to define
the Andre´-Quillen cohomology of an operad with coefficients in an infinitesimal P-bimodule.
4.2.1. Infinitesimal bimodule. An infinitesimal P-bimodule is an S-module M endowed with
two degree 0 maps P ◦ (P , M) → M and M ◦ P → M satisfying the commutativity of certain
diagrams. We refer to Section 3 of [MV09] for an explicit definition.
The notion of operad is a generalization of the notion of associative algebra. Thus, the following
lemma can be seen as a generalization of the one in the case of associative algebra.
4.2.2. Lemma. Let P be an augmented dg operad and Ω(C)
∼
−→ P be a cofibrant resolution. The
map P ◦(1) (s
−1C ◦ P)→ Ωop.(P) ∼= P ◦(1) P is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Since the result does not depend on the cofibrant resolution, we show it in the underlying
case C = B(P). We filter the complex P ◦(1) (s
−1B(P) ◦ P) by the total number of elements of P
in B(P) ◦ P
FpP ◦(1) (s
−1B(P) ◦ P) :=
⊕
w+k≤p
P ◦(1) (s
−1B(w)(P) ◦ (I ⊕ P︸︷︷︸
k times
)).
The differential in P ◦(1) (s
−1B(P) ◦ P) is given by dP◦(1)(s−1B(P)◦P) − δ
l + δr. The term −δl
decreases w and possibly k. The part of dP◦(1)(s−1B(P)◦P) induced by dP keeps w + k constant
and the part induced by d2 of B(P) keeps w + k constant when the application of γ is given by
P ◦ I ∼= P ∼= I ◦ P and decreases w + k by one otherwise. The term δr behaves as the part of the
differential induced by d2. Then, the differential respects the filtration. The filtration is bounded
below and exhaustive so we can apply the classical theorem of convergence of spectral sequence
(cf. Theorem 5.5.1 of [Wei94]) to obtain that the spectral sequence associated to the filtration
converges to the homology of P ◦(1) (s
−1B(P)◦P). The differential d0 on the E0p, • page is given by
dP ◦(1) ids−1B(Ptriv)◦Ptriv + idP ◦(1) ds−1B(Ptriv)◦Ptriv , where P
triv is the underlying dg S-module of
P endowed with a trivial composition structure, that is γPtriv ≡ 0. By Maschke’s theorem, since
K is a field of characteristic 0, every K[Sn]-module is projective. Then, by the Ku¨nneth formula,
we get
H•(E
0
p, •) = H•(P ◦(1) (s
−1B(Ptriv) ◦ Ptriv)) = H•(P) ◦(1) H•(s
−1B(Ptriv) ◦ Ptriv).
Similarly to the proof of I
∼
−→ B(P)◦P (see Theorem 2.19 in [GJ94]), we see that P
∼
−→ s−1B(P)◦P .
Then, for Ptriv, we have
H•(E
0
p, •) = H•(P) ◦(1) H•(s
−1B(Ptriv) ◦ Ptriv) = H•(P) ◦(1) H•(P) = H•(P ◦(1) P).
Finally, the spectral sequence collapses at rank 1 and the Lemma is true. 
As a corollary of the previous Lemma, we get
4.2.3. Theorem. The Andre´-Quillen cohomology of operads with coefficients in an infinitesimal
P-bimodule is the Ext-functor
H•(P , M) ∼= Ext•P◦(1)(I◦P)(Ωop.(P), M).
Proof. We combine Theorem 4.1.4 and Lemma 4.2.2. 
5. The functorial cotangent complex
In this section, we introduce a functorial cotangent complex and a functorial module of Ka¨hler
differential forms, depending only on the operad. We prove that the map between these two
complexes is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if the Andre´-Quillen cohomology is an Ext-functor.
We define the module of obstructions and we show that it is acyclic if and only if the Andre´-Quillen
cohomology is an Ext-functor.
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5.1. Definition of the functorial cotangent complex. As we explain in Section 1.2, the
resolutions of algebras we use in this paper come from operadic resolutions. They all have the
form P ◦α C
∼
−→ I, where α : C → P is an operadic twisting morphism. We call such a twisting
morphism a Koszul morphism. We define (a representation of) the functorial cotangent complex
based on such type of resolutions as follows.
We consider the dg infinitesimal P-bimodule LP := P(I, C ◦ P) = P ◦(1) (C ◦ P) endowed with
the differential dLP := dP(I, C◦P) − δ
l
LP
+ δrLP , where δ
l
LP
is defined by the composite
P ◦(1) (C ◦ P)
idP◦(1)(∆p◦idP)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ◦(1) ((C ◦(1) C) ◦ P)
idP◦(1)(α◦idC◦idP)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
P ◦(1) ((P ◦(1) C) ◦ P)֌ (P ◦ P ◦ P) ◦(1) (C ◦ P)
γ◦γ◦(1)idC◦P
−−−−−−−−→ P ◦(1) (C ◦ P)
and δrLP is defined by the composite
P ◦(1) (C ◦ P)
idP◦(1)(∆p◦idP)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ◦(1) ((C ◦(1) C) ◦ P)
idP◦(1)(idC◦α◦idP)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
P ◦(1) ((C ◦(1) P) ◦ P)֌ P ◦(1) (C ◦ P ◦ P)
idP◦(1)(idC◦γ)
−−−−−−−−−→ P ◦(1) (C ◦ P).
The right action is given by P ◦(1) (C ◦ P) ◦ P ֌ (P ◦ P) ◦(1) (C ◦ P ◦P)
γ◦(1)idC◦γ
−−−−−−−→ P ◦(1) (C ◦ P).
5.1.1. Proposition. Let A be a P-algebra. With the above notations, there is an isomorphism of
chain complexes
LP ◦P A ∼= A⊗
P C(A).
Proof. We write LP ◦ A ∼= P(A, C ◦ P(A)). We use the description of the relative composition
product ◦P and of the description A ⊗
P N to get LP ◦P A ∼= A ⊗
P C(A). The equality of the
differentials comes from the same descriptions. 
5.1.2. Corollary. Let V be a dg trivial P-algebra, that is γV ≡ 0. There is an isomorphism of
chain complexes
(LP ◦P I) ◦ V ∼= V ⊗
P C(V ).
Proof. When the P-algebra V is trivial, we get the isomorphism of underlying dg modules
(LP ◦P I) ◦ V ∼= LP ◦P V , where I can be seen as a left P-module with a trivial structure. The
equality of the differentials follows from their definitions. 
We denote LP := LP ◦P I.
5.2. Definition of the functorial module of Ka¨hler differential forms. Let P be a dg
operad. We define the functorial module of Ka¨hler differential forms as the following coequal-
izer diagram in the category of infinitesimal P-bimodules (see 10.3 of [Fre09] for an equivalent
definition)
P ◦(1) (P ◦ P)
idP◦(1)γ //
c2
// P ◦(1) P // // ΩP ,
where c2 is given by the composite
P ◦(1) (P ◦ P)
idP◦(1)(idP◦
′idP )
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ◦(1) (P ◦ (P , P))֌ (P ◦ P ◦ P) ◦(1) P
γ◦γ◦(1)idP
−−−−−−−→ P ◦(1) P .
The right P-module action on ΩP is induced by the right P-module action on P ◦(1) P given by
(P ◦(1) P) ◦ P ֌ (P ◦ P) ◦(1) (P ◦ P)
γ◦(1)γ
−−−−→ P ◦(1) P .
5.2.1. Proposition. Let A be a P-algebra. There is an isomorphism of chain complexes
ΩP ◦P A ∼= ΩP(A).
Proof. We write A ⊗P A ∼= (P ◦(1) P) ◦P A and A ⊗
P P(A) ∼= (P ◦(1) P ◦ P) ◦P A. Thanks to
the description of ΩP(A) given at the end of Lemma 1.1.5, we get the result. 
5.2.2. Corollary. Let V be a dg trivial P-algebra. There is an isomorphism of chain complexes
(ΩP ◦P I) ◦ V ∼= ΩP(V ).
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Proof. When the P-algebra V is trivial, we get (ΩP ◦P I) ◦ V ∼= ΩP ◦P ◦V . 
We denote ΩP := ΩP ◦P I.
5.3. Homotopy category. Let P be an augmented dg operad and C be a coaugmented dg
cooperad such that P ◦α C
∼
−→ I. We define the following surjective map of infinitesimal P-
bimodules
LP = P(I, C ◦ P)։ P(I, I ◦ P)/∼ ∼= P ◦(1) P/∼ ∼= ΩP .
This map induces a map
A⊗P C(A) ∼= LP ◦P A։ ΩP ◦P A ∼= ΩP(A)
which coincides with the map given in Section 4.1.
The differential on LΩ(C)/P and the augmentation LΩ(C)/P → P ◦(1) (I ◦P) induce a differential
on the cone sLΩ(C)/P⊕P◦(1) (I ◦P). With this differential, we have LP ∼= sLΩ(C)/P⊕P◦(1) (I ◦P).
Then, LP is well-defined in the homotopy category of infinitesimal P-bimodules. The same is true
for LP = LP◦P I and we call its image in the homotopy category of infinitesimal left P-modules the
functorial cotangent complex, that we denote by LP . We denote by ΩP the image of ΩP := ΩP ◦P I
in the homotopy category.
5.4. Filtration on the cotangent complex. Let α : C → P be a Koszul morphism between a
weight graded dg cooperad and a weight graded dg operad. Let A be a dg P-algebra. We filter
LP ◦A ∼= P(A, C ◦ P(A)) by the weight in the first P and the weight in C:
Fp(LP ◦A) :=
⊕
m+n≤p
P(n) ◦(1) (C
(m) ◦ P) ◦A.
With the projection LP ◦A։ LP ◦P A ∼= A⊗
P C(A), it induces a filtration on A⊗P C(A) that
we denote by Fp(A⊗
P C(A)).
The differential on A⊗P C(A) is given by idLP ◦
′
P dA+dP(I,C◦P)◦P idA−δ
l
LP
◦P idA+δ
r
LP
◦P idA.
The part idLP ◦
′
P dA+ dP(I,C◦P) ◦P idA keeps the sum n+m constant, the part −δ
l
LP
◦P idA may
decrease the sum n +m and the part δrLP ◦P idA decreases the sum n +m. It follows that the
differential on the cotangent complex respects this filtration.
5.4.1. Lemma. For any P-algebra A, the spectral sequence associated to the filtration Fp converges
to the homology of the cotangent complex
E1p, q = Hp+q(Fp(A⊗
P C(A))/Fp−1(A⊗
P C(A)))⇒ Hp+q(A⊗
P C(A)).
Proof. This filtration is exhaustive and bounded below so we can apply the classical theorem of
convergence of spectral sequences (cf. Theorem 5.5.1 of [Wei94]) to obtain the result. 
We denote by d0 the differential on E0p, •, which depends on dP(I, C◦P) ◦P idA and on δ
l
LP
◦P idA.
We denote by d1 the differential on E1•, q, which depends on idLP ◦
′
P dA, on δ
l
LP
◦P idA and on
δrLP ◦P idA. We denote by d
r the differential on Erp, •, which depends on δ
l
LP
◦P idA and on
δrLP ◦P idA.
5.5. Filtration of the module of Ka¨hler differential forms. Similarly, we filter ΩP(A) =
coequal( A⊗P P(A)
// // A⊗P A ). We filter A ⊗P P(A) and A ⊗P A by the weight in P . So
the arrows preserve the filtration and the coequallizer is filtered. We denote by FpΩP(A) this
filtration. The differential on ΩP(A) respects the filtration since the operad is concentrated in
non-negative weight degrees. We denote by d0 the differential on E0p, •, which is the differential on
ΩP(A). The differentials d
r on Er are 0 for r ≥ 1.
Then, for any P-algebra A, the spectral sequence associated to the filtration Fp converges to
the homology of the module of Ka¨hler differential forms
E1p, q = Hp+q(Fp(ΩP(A))/Fp−1(ΩP(A)))⇒ Hp+q(ΩP(A)).
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5.6. The cotangent complex and the module of Ka¨hler differential forms. As in the
previous sections, we endow the enveloping algebra A ⊗P K with a filtration given by the weight
in P . Following the notations given by Pirashvili in the review of [Fra01], we say that P is an
operad satisfying the PBW property if for any P-algebra A, there is an isomorphism gr(A⊗PK) ∼=
Atr ⊗P K, where Atr is the underlying space of A endowed with the trivial P-algebra structure
γAtr ≡ 0. The study of the differential on the cotangent complex A ⊗
P C(A) shows that P is an
operad satisfying the PBW property if and only if for any P-algebra A, we have the isomorphism
gr(A ⊗P C(A)) ∼= Atr ⊗P C(Atr). Moreover, the study of the coequalizer defining the module of
Ka¨hler differentials ΩP(A) given after Lemma 1.1.5 shows that when P is an operad satisfying the
PBW property, we have the isomorphism gr(ΩP (A)) ∼= ΩP(A
tr). This notion is different from the
notion of PBW-operad defined in [Hof10].
We refine Theorem 4.1.4 as follows.
5.6.1. Theorem. Let P be a weight graded operad satisfying the PBW property. The following
properties are equivalent:
(P0) the Andre´-Quillen cohomology is an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A ⊗
P K for
any P-algebra A;
(P ′1) the cotangent complex is quasi-isomorphic to the module of Ka¨hler differential forms for
any dg vector space V , seen as an algebra with trivial structure, that is LR/V
∼
−→ ΩP(V );
(P2) the functorial cotangent complex LP is quasi-isomorphic to the functorial module of Ka¨hler
differential forms ΩP , that is LP
∼
−→ ΩP .
Proof. We assume the cotangent complex to be quasi-isomorphic to the module of Ka¨hler
differential forms for any dg vector space, then we show that the cotangent complex is quasi-
isomorphic to the module of Ka¨hler differential forms for any P-algebra. Thus, the equivalence
(P0) ⇔ (P
′
1) follows from Theorem 4.1.4. Let A be a P-algebra and denote by V the underly-
ing dg vector space of A considered as a trivial algebra. We use the filtration and the spectral
sequence of the previous section. In the case of the algebra V , the differential d1 is zero since
idLP ◦
′
P dA = 0, δ
r
LP
◦P idA = 0 and the part induced by δ
l
LP
◦P idA is 0. For any r ≥ 0, the
differential dr is 0 since the part induced by δlLP ◦P idA is 0 and δ
r
LP
◦P idA = 0. Thus, we have
(V ⊗P C(V ), dϕ) ∼= (⊕pE
0
p, •, d
0) as dg modules since P is an operad satisfying the PBW property.
It follows that H•(V ⊗
P C(V )) ∼= ⊕pH•(E
0
p, •) = ⊕pE
1
p, • and the spectral sequence collapses at
rank 1. Moreover, the term E0p, q associated to A is equal to the one associated to V by definition
and the same is true for the term E1p, q since the differential d
0 does not depend on the composition
product and on the differential of the algebra. Then, the page E1 and the differentials dr for r ≥ 1
correspond to the page E1 and to the differentials dr for r ≥ 1 associated to ΩP(A). This gives
that the cotangent complex is quasi-isomorphic to the module of Ka¨hler differential forms for any
P-algebra.
The equivalence (P ′1)⇔ (P2) follows from the equalities (V ⊗
P C(V ), dϕ) = (LP ◦ V, dLP◦V ) =
(LP ◦ V, dLP ◦ idV ) and (ΩP (V ), dΩP (V )) = (ΩP ◦ V, dΩP ◦ idV ). 
Remark. When P is an operad concentrated in homological degree 0, ΩP is an S-module con-
centrated in degree 0. In this case, we say that LP is acyclic when its homology is concentrated
in degree 0 and equal to ΩP .
5.6.2. First applications. The operads encoding associative algebras and Lie algebras are op-
erads satisfying the PBW property. We prove the acyclicity of the functorial cotangent complex
in these cases. This gives a conceptual proof of the fact that for these operads the Andre´-Quillen
cohomology is an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗P K.
• We have LAss =
Ass¡
⊕ ??
Ass¡
⊕ ??
Ass¡
⊕
Ass¡
QQQQ mmmm. Then LAss(n) is generated by the
elements un :=
1 · · · n
SSSS KKK sssjjjj , rn :=
1 · · · n
SSSS KKK sssjjjjMMM kkkk
, ln :=
1 · · · n
SSSS KKK sssjjjjTTTT ppp
and vn :=
1 · · · n
SSSS KKK sssjjjj
XXXXX
X
fffff
f .
Since d(un) = −ln−1 − (−1)
n−1rn−1, d(rn) = −vn−1 = (−1)
n−1d(ln) and d(vn) = 0, we
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define a homotopy h for d by h(un) := 0, h(ln) = h(rn)(−1)
n := − 12un+1 and h(vn) :=
− 12 ((−1)
nln+1 + rn+1).
• We have
LLie =
Lie¡
1 ⊕ ??
Lie¡
1 2 ⊕ ??? 
?
Lie¡
1 2 3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 9999

//
Lie¡
1
· · ·
n-1 n
⊕ · · · .
Then we can define the same homotopy as in [CE99], Theorem 7.1, Chap. XIII.
• Following Frabetti in [Fra01], we show the acyclicity of LDias.
Remark. We recall the following results.
• Loday and Pirashvili showed in [LP93] that the cohomology of Leibniz algebras can be
written as an Ext-functor.
• Dzhumadil’daev showed in [Dzh99] that the cohomology of pre-Lie algebras can be written
as an Ext-functor.
5.6.3. The module of obstructions. Let P be an augmented dg operad and let C be a coaug-
mented dg cooperad and let α : C → P be a twisting morphism. The map LP ։ ΩP is surjective
and we defined
OP := ker(LP ։ ΩP)
to get the following short exact sequence of dg S-modules
OP ֌ LP ։ ΩP .
Since LP and ΩP are well-defined in the homotopy category of infinitesimal left P-modules, the
same is true for OP . Thus we define the module of obstructions OP by its image in the homotopy
category of infinitesimal P-modules. We get the following short exact sequence
OP ֌ LP ։ ΩP .
We compute
OP = Rel⊕ (P(I, C ◦ P)) ◦P I,
where Rel is the image of the set of relations
{ OO?oo+ OO?oo+ OO?oo, where O
O?oo= γ
( ?OO oo) and OO oo, ? ∈ P}
in (P ◦(1) I) ◦P I.
We deduce the following Theorem.
5.6.4. Theorem. Let P be a weight graded operad satisfying the PBW property. The following
properties are equivalent.
(P0) The Andre´-Quillen cohomology is an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗
P K for
any P-algebra A;
(P3) the homology of the module of obstructions OP is acyclic.
Proof. The short exact sequence OP ֌ LP ։ ΩP induces a long exact sequence in homology
which gives, with the help of the equivalence (P0) ⇔ (P2) of Theorem 5.6.1, the equivalence
between (P0) and (P3). 
5.7. Another approach. In the parallel work [Fre09], Fresse studied the homotopy properties of
modules over operads. His method applied to the present question provides the following sufficient
condition for the Andre´-Quillen cohomology to be an Ext-functor. In this section, we show the
relationship between the two approaches.
Let P [1] be the S-module defined in [Fre09] given by P [1](n) := P(1 + n). The Sn-action is
given by the action of Sn on {2, . . . , n + 1} ⊂ {1, . . . , n + 1}. Similarly to this definition, we
define the S-module P [1]j by P [1]j(n) := P(n + 1) where the Sn-action is given by the action
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Sn on {1, . . . , jˆ, . . . , n + 1} ⊂ {1, . . . , n + 1}. Thus P [1] = P [1]1. We have (P ◦(1) I)(n) ∼=
P(n)⊕ · · · ⊕ P(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
. As a right P-module, we have
(P ◦(1) I)(n) ∼= P [1]1(n− 1)⊕ · · · ⊕ P [1]n(n− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
When P [1] is a quasi-free right P-module, that is P [1] ∼= (M ◦ P , d), we get that P [1]j is a
quasi-free right P-module (M ◦ P , d) thanks to the isomorphism
P [1]→ P [1]j , µ 7→ µ · (1 · · · j).
We define
M ′(n) := ⊕k≥1M(n)⊕ · · · ⊕M(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
.
Then P◦(1) I is a retract of (M
′◦P , d′), which is quasi-free. When P [1] is only a retract of a quasi-
free right P-module, we get by the same argument that P ◦(1) I is a retract of a quasi-free right
P-module. Then, P [1] cofibrant as a right P-module implies that P ◦(1) I cofibrant as a right P-
module. Finaly, when P [1] is a cofibrant right P-module, LP ∼= (P◦(1) I)⊗(C◦P) is also cofibrant.
Thus, when we assume moreover that ΩP is a cofibrant right P-module, the quasi-isomorphism
LP
∼
−→ ΩP between cofibrant right P-modules gives a quasi-isomorphism A⊗
P C(A) ∼= LP ◦PA
∼
−→
ΩP ◦P A ∼= ΩP(A) (since A is cofibrant). Therefore, we have the following sufficient condition for
the Andre´-Quillen cohomology to be an Ext-functor.
5.7.1. Theorem (Theorem 17.3.4 in [Fre09]). If P [1] and ΩP form cofibrant right P-modules, then
we have
H•P(A, M)
∼= Ext•A⊗PK(ΩP(A), M).
6. Is Andre´-Quillen cohomology an Ext-functor ?
In the previous section, we showed that when P is an operad satisfying the PBW property, the
module of obstructionsOP is acyclic if and only if the Andre´-Quillen cohomology is an Ext-functor.
In this section, we apply this criterion to the operads Com, Perm and to the minimal models of
Koszul operads. In the case of the operads Com and Perm, we provide universal obstructions for
the Andre´-Quillen cohomology to be an Ext-functor. In the case of an operad which is the cobar
construction on a cooperad, we show that the obstructions always vanish. We apply this to the
case of homotopy algebras.
6.1. The case of commutative algebras. We exhibit a non-trivial element in the homology of
the module of obstructions. This gives a universal obstruction for the Andre´-Quillen cohomology
of commutative algebras to be an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗Com K.
6.1.1. Proposition. The module of obstructions OCom is not acyclic. More precisely, we have
H1(OCom) 6= 0.
Proof. Consider the element ν :=
1 2? in Com
¡
֌ B(Com) and µ :=
1 2? in Com. The element
µ⊗ (ν ⊗ id) =
1 2
>>   3JJoo
lives in OCom. We compute
dOCom(µ⊗ (ν ⊗ id)) =
1
2 3
OO oo
+
2
1 3
OO oo
= 0.
Then µ⊗ (ν ⊗ id) is a cycle in OCom. However,
dOCom


(
1 2 3
??? −
1 2 3
??? ?
)
 = 1 2>>   3JJoo −
2 3
1 >>  OO tt
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and it is impossible to obtain µ⊗ (ν ⊗ id) as a boundary of an element in OCom. Therefore, this
shows that H1(OCom) 6= 0. 
Remark. The short exact sequence OCom ֌ LCom ։ ΩCom gives a long exact sequence in
homology and, since Hn(ΩCom) = 0 for all n ≥ 1, we get also H1(LCom) 6= 0. It follows that there
exists a commutative algebra such that the cotangent complex is not acyclic.
The operad Com is an operad satisfying the PBW property since A⊗ComK ∼= K⊕A. Thanks to
Theorem 5.6.4, this gives a conceptual explanation to the fact that the Andre´-Quillen cohomology
of commutative algebras cannot always be written as an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra
A⊗Com K.
6.2. The case of Perm-algebras. The same argument applied to Perm algebras gives a concep-
tual explanation to the fact that the Andre´-Quillen cohomology of Perm algebras cannot always
be written as an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗Perm K.
6.2.1. Proposition. We have
H1(OPerm) 6= 0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.1.1. 
6.3. The case of algebras up to homotopy. We show a new homotopy property for algebras
over certain cofibrant operads. We apply this in the case of P-algebras up to homotopy to prove
that the Andre´-Quillen cohomology is always an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A⊗P∞K.
6.3.1. Theorem. Let C be a coaugmented weight graded dg cooperad and P = Ω(C) the cobar
construction on it. The Andre´-Quillen cohomology of Ω(C)-algebras is an Ext-functor over the
enveloping algebra A⊗Ω(C) K. Explicitly, for any Ω(C)-algebra A and any A-module M , we have
H•Ω(C)(A, M)
∼= Ext•A⊗Ω(C)K(ΩΩ(C)(A), M).
Proof. As in this case of A∞-algebras, the twisting morphism α is the map C → Ω(C) given in
the examples after Theorem 1.3.2 and the twisting morphism on the level of (co)algebras ϕ is the
projection C(A)։ A. As a dg S-module, the module of obstructions has the following form
OΩ(C) ∼= Rel⊕
⊕
n≥0
(s−1C) ◦(1)
(
(s−1C) ◦(1) · · ·
(
(s−1C)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
◦(1)C
)
· · ·
)
,
where Rel ⊂
⊕
n≥0 (s
−1C) ◦(1)
(
(s−1C) ◦(1) · · ·
(
(s−1C)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
◦(1)I
)
· · ·
)
is defined in Section 5.6.3. For
any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let µcj, ij ∈ C ◦(1) I, where ij is the emphasized entry and µ
c
j ∈ C(mj). Let
νc ∈ C(m). For σ ∈ Sm1+···+mn+m−n, we define the map h by
h(s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ s
−1µc2, i2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ ν
c ⊗ σ) = 0 and on Rel,
h
(∑mn
in=1
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ 1
c ⊗ σ
)
= εn−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ µ
c
n ⊗ σ,
where εn−1 = (−1)
n−1+|µc1, i1 |+···+|µ
c
n−1, in−1
|
. We compute
(dh+ hd)(s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ ν
c ⊗ σ) =
= 0 + h
(∑
· · · ⊗ ν′c ⊗ σ + εn
∑m
i=1 s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ s
−1νci ⊗ 1
c ⊗ σ
)
= s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ ν
c ⊗ σ,
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where ν′c ∈ C and i is the emphasized entry of νci , and
(dh+ hd)
(∑mn
in=1
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ 1
c ⊗ σ
)
=
= d(εn−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ µ
c
n ⊗ σ)
+ h
(∑mn
in=1
∑n
j=1
∑
εj−1(−1)
|µ′c
j, i′
j
|
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µ′
c
j, i′j
⊗ s−1µ′′
c
j, i′′j
⊗ · · · ⊗ s−1µcn, in ⊗ 1
c ⊗ σ
)
+ h
(∑mn
in=1
∑n
j=1 εj−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (−s
−1dC(µj, ij ))⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ 1
c ⊗ σ
)
= εn−1
∑n−1
j=1 εj−1(−1)
|µ′c
j, i′
j
|
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µ′
c
j, i′j
⊗ s−1µ′′
c
j, i′′j
⊗ · · · ⊗ s−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ µ
c
n ⊗ σ
+ εn−1
∑
εn−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ s
−1µ′
c
n, i′n
⊗ µ′′
c
n ⊗ σ
+ εn−1εn−1
∑mn
in=1
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ 1
c ⊗ σ
− εn−1
∑n−1
j=1 εj−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1dC(µj, ij )⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ µ
c
n ⊗ σ
+ εn−1εn−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ dC(µ
c
n)⊗ σ
− εn−1
∑n−1
j=1 εj−1(−1)
|µ′c
j, i′
j
|
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µ′
c
j, i′j
⊗ s−1µ′′
c
j, i′′j
⊗ · · · ⊗ s−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ µ
c
n ⊗ σ
− εn−1(−1)
|µ′cn, i′n
|∑
εn−1(−1)
|µ′cn, i′n
|
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ s
−1µ′
c
n, i′n
⊗ µ′′
c
n ⊗ σ
+ εn−1
∑n−1
j=1 εj−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1dC(µj, ij )⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ µ
c
n ⊗ σ
− εn−1εn−1s
−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn−1, in−1 ⊗ dC(µ
c
n)⊗ σ
=
∑mn
in=1
s−1µc1, i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1µcn, in ⊗ 1
c ⊗ σ.
Thus dh + hd = id and h is a homotopy. Finally, OΩ(C) is acyclic and Theorem 5.6.4 gives the
theorem since any quasi-free operad P = Ω(C) is an operad satisfying the PBW property. Indeed,
a free operad has no trivial relations. 
We conjecture that this theorem is true for any cofibrant operad.
When P is a Koszul operad, the previous theorem applied to C = P ¡ shows that the Andre´-
Quillen cohomology of a homotopy algebra is always an Ext-functor over its enveloping algebra.
Let A be a P-algebra. The algebra A is a P∞-algebra since there is a map of operads P∞ =
Ω(P ¡)→ P . Similarly, an A-module over the operad P is also an A-module over the operad P∞.
This leads to the following result.
6.3.2. Proposition. Let P be a Koszul operad and let A be a P-algebra. The Andre´-Quillen
cohomology of the P-algebra A is equal to the Andre´-Quillen cohomology of the P∞-algebra A.
That is,
H•P(A, M) = H
•
P∞(A, M), for any A-module M over the operad P.
Proof. A resolution of A as a P-algebra is given by P ◦ P ¡(A) and a resolution of A as a P∞-
algebra is given by P∞ ◦ P
¡(A). Thus, by Theorem 2.4.2, we have
HomMP∞A
(A⊗P∞ P ¡(A), M) = HomgModK(P
¡(A), M) = HomMP
A
(A⊗P P ¡(A), M).
Moreover, the differential on HomgModK(P
¡(A), M) is the same in both cases since the higher
products P ¡(k)⊗Sk A
⊗k → A for k ≥ 3 are 0. 
We showed that, for commutative algebras and Perm algebras, the Andre´-Quillen cohomology
of a P-algebra cannot always be written as an Ext-functor over the enveloping algebra A ⊗P K.
However, by the following theorem, it can always be written as an Ext-functor over the enveloping
algebra A⊗P∞ K.
6.3.3. Theorem. Let P be a Koszul operad, let A be a P-algebra and let M be an A-module over
the operad P. We have
H•P(A, M)
∼= Ext•A⊗P∞K(ΩP∞(A), M).
Proof. We make use of Theorem 6.3.1 and Proposition 6.3.2. 
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